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In response to your requests we are providing our preliminary report on the market crash of
October 1987. We believe it is too early to reach final conclusions about the October crash ane
what the appropriate response to it might be. Many of the issues raised by these events are
quite complex and have been studied and debated for some time as the fmancial markets
have evolved. We thus view the events of October as additional information to use in
analyzing the continued evolution of our financial markets.
Our preliminary report and those issued by other study groups are a first step in better
coming to grips with the issues and facts needed to reach conclusions. Our preliminary repor
is based on much information that we have not yet verified. Thus, it does not represent our
final conclusions and recommendations. ~evertheless, we believe the data raise fundamental
questions that need careful consideration and resolution.
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On some matters. our preliminary report confinns infonnation similar to that already
reported by several other study commissions. In addition, however, our report provides
further perspective on what market participants, the self-regulatory agencies and federal
regulators were confronted with as they made decisions in the extremely fast-paced and
uncertain environment of October 19 and 20, 1987, as well as an extensive perspective on tho
performance of the !';ew York Stock Exchange's computer systems. which are critical to the
orderly operation of the markets. Chapters 5, 7, and 9 explain the environment. Chapter 8
discusses the computer systems.
We are providing copies of this report today to other interested Members of Congress.
executive branch agencies. and the public.

Charles A. Bowsher
Comptroller General
of the United States
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Executive Summary

Purpose

On October 19, 1987-a date now called "Black Monday"-the nation
financial markets experienced one of their most severe shocks in history. Amidst unprecedented volume and price volatility, the l\ew Yorl
Stock Exchange's Dow Jones Industrial Average plunged 508 points. (
23 percent-comparable only to the percentage drop that occurred ov
2 days in October 1929. Had the precipitous decline continued for evel
another day, massive disruptions to the United States financial systen
might have occurred. In all, during the first 19 days of October, the [)(
lost about 34 percent of it.., total value, almost $1 trillion.
Even though the Dow finished the year higher than it began, the speCl
of the Great Depression that followed the 1929 crash, and questions
about how the decline occurred so quickly, have left the markets unce
tain. Market participants are concerned about how such an event can
prevented from happening again.
In the wake of the decline, numerous studies, including that of a Presi
dential Task :force, were initiated to determine what happened, why,
and what could be done, if anything, to prevent a recurrence. Several
congressional committees asked GAO to address these issues and a
number of related ones to help them consider legislative or regulatory
actions that may be needed.

Background

The U. S. capital markets facilitate channeling funds from savers to
users and thus provide for capital formation. An orderly and active
securities market is essential for this process because it is an efficient
mechanism for allocating resources, providing liquidity, and establistl
prices. To assure the continued existence of these functions and to m~
tain the confidence of investors who supply capital funds. a system 0
self- and federal regulation was developed.
Options and futures markets function to transfer the risk of price flUt
ations to persons willing to speculate on those movements for a poter
tial profit. Futures markets operate differently than stock markets, a
they developed their own system of self- and federal regulation.
In the 1970s and 1980s, options and futures markets began offering
derivative products based on financial instruments that were intende
to help their holders protect against price fluctuations (hedge). TheSE
products have been subject to continued study and (,.'Ontroversy betWo
those who sell and use them as hedging devices and those who fear tl
the products and trading strategies improperly influence the underly
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capital markets. The October 1987 market decline renewed that
controversy.

Results in Brief

Most market experts have agreed that the market decline of October
1987 was caused by a confluence of macroeconomic, political, psych<r
logical, and trading factors, and that isolating anyone cause would be
difficult. However, the events of October demonstrate that broad new
trading interests and strategies have evolved in capital markets and that
the previously segregated stock, options, and futures markets have
become linked and international in scope.
Current market and regulatory systems were faced with unprecedented
volumes and price changes for 2 days. In view of the circumstances, it is
remarkable that the systems perfonned as well as they did. However,
GAO found two areas needing immediate attention to help restore confidence in the markets and alleviate concerns that the markets could
crash again soon:
• Some automated systems had difficulty handling the extraordinary volume. Problems with the New York Stock Exchange's systems adversely
affected trade executions and pricing infonnation both in New York and
in other markets. Several actions to try to correct problems have been
taken; others need to be taken as quickly as possible. The Set.'Urities and
Exchange Commission needs to reassess its oversight role and capabilities for evaluating automated systems.
• Decisions of self- and federal regulators were made without benefit of
any fonnal intennarket contingency planning. Such plans should be
developed to deal with any future market emergencies that may occur.
No agency currently has responsibility for intennarket decisionmaking.
Given the new intennarket linkages. the need to assure financial system
liquidity, and the increased internationalization of markets. strong leadership is needed to develop and implement an appropriate intennarket
regulatory structure. Moreover. if the current barriers between commercial and investment banking are relaxed. the need for such leadership
becomes all the more important.
Over the longer run, a number of other issues, discussed below, will
require careful consideration. GAO will continue to explore these issues.
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GAO's Analysis
Markets Are Linked

As GAO reported in 1986, the futures and securities markets, which
evolved separately and have been regulated independently under differ
ent statutes, have become linked through the introduction of new
futures and options products based on securities or broad groups of
securities comprising nuijor indexes. These new products create prices i
two separate markets for securities. They are used in some cases as sub
stitutes for ownership in the underlying stocks or for changing position:
and exposures in those stocks. The users of these produ(:ts trade in bott
markets, sometimes simultaneously. (See chap. 3.)
During the October market decline, some traders tried to use both

futures and securities markets to manage risk based on expectations of
future market performance and thereby prevent portfolio losses. MarkE
participants considered not only the actual activities of these traders,
but also the anticipation of their activities, as important factors in the
market break. Although there are disagreements about the exact extent
and effect of this activity, it reinforces observations made earlier by GA
and others that the markets are closely interconnected. These links
necessitate more coordinated intennarket regulation.
Foreign markets also experienced dramatic price declines and increased
trading activity during this period. Unprecedented volumes and price
changes could be tracked around the world. (See chap. 5.)

Market Systems Stressed

The massive volume of trading activity strained some automated systems to meet the needs of traders. System backlogs caused intended
trades to be delayed or unexecuted and contributed to an overall inability to conduct normal trading activities. This added to the confusion an.
panic in the markets. Investor complaints during this period most often
related to poor or non-execution of orders or to problems with margin
calls.
The unprecedented volumes, coupled with large order imbalances and
rapid price movements, strained the marketmaking capacity. particularly at the New York Stock Exchange and in the primary over-thecounter market. Their inability to maintain orderly markets and. at
times, to make any market at all in large numbers of stocks. was a majo
source of uncen.ainty for traders. Evidence about market making in the
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securities and trading in the futures markets is still being evaluated.
(See chaps. 5 through 8.)

Actions by Regulators

Self- and federal regulators implemented procedures to respond to high
volatility in their markets during October 19 and 20. These involved primarily increased market surveillance, increased margi.ns, rule changes,
and more frequent communication with each other. Many decisions were
made as events unfolded, and market participants generally praised the
regulators' performance. For example, federal regulators clarified the
rules affecting when corporations may buy back their own stock. This
helped provide buying support in the falling market. In addition, the
Federal Reserve system, which said it had developed contingency plans
for a market disaster, provided needed liquidity to the markets on October 20, which probably prevented even more serious financial problems.
A critical communication problem that arose was confusion about

whether the New York Stock Exchange would close on Tuesday, October
20. Trading in the Standard and Poors 500 stock index futures contract
on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange closed for a short time because of
the confusion, which disrupted trading activity for investors using both
markets.
Regulators have recognized the linked nature of the securities and
futures markets for some time and have begun to make changes to
improve intermarket data sharing and conununication. However. the
regulatory structure has been established primarily for individual markets with no central intermarket leadership responsibility. The self- and
federal regulators had no intennarket planning group nor any preexisting coordinated intennarket contingency plan. The events of October
provide impetus for developing the leadership and intermarket planning
necessary to restore confidence in the markets and protect consumer
interests. (See chap. 9.)

GAO Observations

Much of the information available to GAO at this time is incomplete and
unverified, so observations about the events of October 1987 are preliminary. Severtheless. steps should be taken immediately by the self- and
federal regulators to reduce or eliminate problems, such as the following, that may create unnecessary market uncertainty.
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• Trading and information systems should be reevaluated and improvec
by the markets to ensure that they are capable of handling the new tr;
ing pressures placed on them. In addition, the limited feder-ell oversigh
role in trading systems development 3lld enhancement needs to be
strengthened.
• Self- and federal regulatory agencies should develop integrated
intermarket contingency plans to deal with market breaks such as the
demonstrated in October. These plans would contribute to confidence
assuring the market that a repetition of the October events has been
considered by those responsible for regulating these markets, and an
approach to dealing \\ith the problems created by those events has be
developed.
[n addition, strong leadership must be exerted to
develop an appropriate intennarket regulatory structure. Such a strue
ture should be able to deal with issues such as
• interrnarket products and strategies,
• provision of adequate liquidity in nonnal times and in emergencies, al
• the groYt1h in linkages across international financial markets.
Congress is considering the repeal of Glass-Steagall Act provisions
which could allow the merging of the securities and banking industriE
This would lend further emphasis to the need for an appropriate regu
tory structure for linked markel~ and industries. GAO will continue to
evaluate these issues.
Over the longer term, a number of other issues remain to be decided. I
analyzing the events of October, the Presidential Task Force on Mark!
Mechanisms and others have recomme.,ded certain changes to margir
regulatory structure, controls over market activity, and clearing systems. These recommendations help frame issues that should re~ive
careful consideration, both individually and taken together, in terms'
their potential effects on t.rading ac.tivit.y, market. liquidity, internatic
competitive positions of U.S. markets, and, most important, the funct
of providing capital to the nation's businesses. In addition, other issw
must be addressed including the adequacy of current markeunaking ~
terns, the long-term automation needs of market systems, the adequa!
of current consumer protection requirements, and the need for reguh:
lion and coordination of increasingly linked international markets.
principal observations. based on its work to date, are discussed
chapter 10.
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discussed its findings and observations with appropriate officials
and organizations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
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On October 19, 1987, t.he world's financial markets experienct'd almm
unprecedented turmoil as the value of equity markets ff'!1 ciralllaticai!
amidst record trading volwnes. Events on that day prompted the eha]
men of a number of congressional committees and submmmitte('~ to
request that the ~neral Accounting Office (GAO) conduct a study of \
ious aspects of the decline including its causes. th(~ regulatory re-spOI1!
and what might be done, if anything, to better deal with problems thG
might have contributed to such a significant drop.
From August 1982 to August 1987, the Dow .Tones Industrial

A\"(,'nl~E

(DJLA) index grew from ;76 to 2,722. heralding a prolonged buH mark!
[hat saw stock values soar. While the market, as measured by the D.II ..
had reversed its upward course since August 1987. on ~londay Octobt

19 it dropped 508.32 points. a record decline. Trading volumes on the
New York Stock Exchange (~~E) and elsewhere set records. Tue!;day
October 20 saw a substantial recovery in the DJIA attributed by some
statements and activities of the Federal Reserve System aimed at pro
viding liquidity to market participants.
This report presents GAO'S early observations on the events or Oetobc
focusing on the evolution of the futures and securities markt>ts and tt
interrelationships as exemplified by the activity on Monday. October
Tuesday, October 20, and the prior week. It is based on much inform,:
tion that we have not as yet verified and. thUS. does not represent. ou:
f'mal conclusions and re<:ommendations. In addition. we have not had
opportunity to carefully evaluate infonnation contained in other slue
and conduct any necessary supplemental analyses based on these woo
Finally, we have not yet obtained some key information that will be r
essary in order to conclude our work.

Objectives, Scope and
Methodology

We received written requests from a number of congressional commit
tees and subcommittees to study several aspects of the crash. till' 1wr
formance of regulators, and the markets themselves. In addition. Wt'
received oral indications of interest from others. These SOUtTE'S indue
in order of request date,
• O:mgressman Edward J. ~iarkey, Chairman of the Sub(:ommil let.· on
Telecommunications and Finance of the House C{)mmittee on EUl'rgy
and Commerce,
• Congressman Doug Barnard, Jr., Chainnan of the Subeommlflt'\' on C
merce, Consumer and Monetary Affairs of the House Commitf€'"(· .111 (;
emrnent Operations,
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• Senator William Proxmire. Chairman of the Senate Committee on Banking. Housing, and Urban Affairs,
• Senator Patrick J. Leahy, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Agricul·
ture, Nutrition, and Forestry,
• Congressman Fernand J. St Germain, Chairman of the House Committee
on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, and
• Congressman Edward R. Madigan.
In addition, Congressman John D. Dingell, Chairman of the House
Energy and Commerce Committee, and Congressman E. (Kika) de la
Garza. Chainnan of the House Committee on Agriculture, indicated theil
interest in our work.

In letters to these individuals, we indicated we would undertake a hroad
study which would include the following areas:
• The evolution of the futures and securities markets and the intern' lationships created by new derivative products and trading strategies
based on them.
• The operating structure of the specialist system, over-the-counter (arc)
markets, futures markets, and options markets, including their concept
and actual performance.
• Regulation of each market and of the interrelated products and strategies, including the self-regulatory and federal regulatory systems.
• The internationalization of markets and the challenges it presents to
operations and regulation.
• The availability of adequate capital and liquidity, especially in times of
stress, and the sources of liquidity from the banking system and
elsewhere.
• Abusive sales and trading practices.
Thus, our scope of work covers several markets, their regulators. and a
variety of issues. It combines documentary research wlth testimomal
evidence and data analysis. Nevertheless, we have not had time to look
at all aspects of the crash.
To date we have interviewed officials and gathered data at the followin
federal agenCies, self-regulatory organizations (SRO), dearinghouspo;. anI
industry organizations:
Federal Agencies
Conunodity Futures Trading Commission (CITC)
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Federal Reserve System (Fed)
Securities and Exchange Commission (sa:)
Self-Regulatory O!:ganizations
American Stock Exchange CUlEX)
Chicago Board of Trade (CRT)
Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE)
Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME)
Midwest Stock Exchange (MWSE)
National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD)
Sational Futures Association (NFA)
Sew York Stock Exchange (S'JSE)
Securities and Investor Protection Corporation
ClearinghOuses
Options Clearing Corporation (<lO:)
Chicago Board of Trade Clearing Corporation (BUrn:)
Chicago Mercantile Exchange's clearinghouse department
Industry Associations
North American Securities Administrators Association (SAS.o\A)
Securities Industry Association (SlA)
In addition, '\\'e conducted interviews with broker/dealer firm official
market makers, investment advisors, futures exchange memben
options market makers, r.;'\SE specialist firms, and portfolio managers.
We have reviewed research literature from a variety of sources, inclu
i.ng the academic conununity. trading finns, independent organizatior
and government agencies. We have obtained and reviewed studies pTi
pared by other organizations analyzing October's events, including t11
of the CME and its special Committee of Inquiry, the CST, the oee and t
CBOE. We have also obtained and reviewed briefly the preliminary reI
of the CITe, a study of program trading the S\'SE commissioned, and tl
report of the Presidential Task Fort'e on !tlarket Mechanisms.
SASD

At the outset of our work, we chose not to duplicate the federal regul
tory agencies' requests for raw data from SROS and market participar
for analysis of trading activity. Anticipating the number of other sue
studies and the difficulties in data collection and compatibility that
could and did ensue, we are monitoring their data colla"tion, and ana
sis efforts and have gained access to the data for review and subseqt
analysis. The extent of any subsequent analysis will depend. in part,
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indications of unreliability or significant differences in content or inter
pretation of the data by various sources. We have not as yet conducted
reliability test of the regulators' data bases. However, since we do not
have direct legal access to the basic records of many of the self-regulatory and private organizations providing this data, we cannot make a
final detennination on their reliability.
At this time, we must consider much of the information provided to us
through interviews as unverified. Additional interviews and follow-up
sessions "'ill be necessary in the longer tenn.

It is essential to understand the way the markets operate and how the~
are regulated in order to fully evaluate the implications of October. We
have not provided much of the basic description of these operations in
the report. However, in a staff study issued in May 1986, we have
described the historical development of the securities and futures markets, how they operate and how they are regulated.' This study, prima
ily a descriptive document, also raised some of the issues being debate<
as a result of October's events-namely, that changes in technologr an
new product innovations have raised concerns about new potential ris~
to investors and to the markets themselves. Most of the study'S descriI=
tion of trading, clearing, regulatory, and other operations remains current, although some information had to be supplemented for our currel
work.
Because of time constraints in completing this preliminary report, we
did not seek official comments on this report from the organizations
involved. But we did dL'lCUSS our findings and observations with
appropriate officials and organizations.
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Chapter 2

Purpose of Capital Markets and
Market Regulation
Understanding the purpose of U.S. capital and derivative product mar
kets and their regulation provides a framework for evaluating their pE
fonnance during the October market break and for determining the ne
for change in their structure or operation.
Capital markets include the debt and equity, or cash markets. The der
ative product markets include the stock options, stock index futures,
debt futures, and options on stock index futures markets. Each of th~
markets is overseen by an SRO, such as N'lSE or the CME, and a federal
regu!ator-either the Sf.X: for debt and equity as well as stock options {
the CFTC for stock index futures, debt futures, and options on stock
index futures. This report is prinCipally concerned with the operatiOn!
of the equity market and its associated derivative product markets.

Purpose of Capital
Markets

Stock Markets Aid Capital
Formation

Stock markets were formed to assist channelling funds from savers to
those with a need for funding investment projects by providing a secondary market for securities. In contrast, the derivative product markets developed to allow investors to protect against adverse price
movements by transferring the risk of price fluctuations to persons w
ing to speculate on those movements for a profit. Both markets indirectly facilitate capital formation. Orderly and active markets are
essential for this process because they provide for liquidity, price discovery, and efficient allocation of resources.
Businesses and governments use securities-both equity securities su
as capital stock and debt instruments such as bonds-to obtain funds
the United States, securities are res<.,ld or traded on 10 exchanges
including the t..'lSE and AMEX. Securities are also traded through the
National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation (:-;1'\_';;'
DAQ) system and in the nOn-NASD.\Q over-the-counter (arc) market.
The ability to resell securities quickly makes many investors willing t,
buy them and thereby furnish capital to organizations needing it. The
resale, or secondary, markets, along with their associated clearing or~
nizations, provide the liquidity necessary to ensure adequate capital
formation.
The markets also provide a mechanism for discovering the prices of
securities. For sellers of securities to decide how much money they ca
raise on the market, and how much it will cost to do so, they must be
able to discover what investors will pay for their securities. Converse
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~ of Capital Market. and
Market RellUlation

prospective investors need to know what prices they would have to pay
for various kinds of securities in order to gauge their returns.
It is in the interests of all participants that the markets be perceived as
fair and orderly. Investors rely on market professionals to comply with
applicable rules and regulations so that they can act on infonned decisions without fear of fraud from, or unfair advantage to, fellow investors. Accordingly, securities markets and their regulation were
developed to ensure that investors could obtain adequate. reliable information about potential investments and that fair and orderly practices
are followed to execute investment decisions.

Stock Option and Futures
Markets Aid in the
Management of Risk

Stock options and stock index futures allow investors to hedge against
possible market losses. Options are standardized contracts giving the
holder the right to buy or sell a stated number of shares of a stock at a
fixed price within a predetennined time period. Nonnally, futures contracts create the obligation for the delivery of a specified quantity and
type of product at a future date. Stock index futures do not involve the
delivery of a produt't; they are settled in cash. Standardized stock
options and futures contracts listed and traded on exchanges are not
issued by corporations seeking capital. However. by reducing the cost of
trading, stock options and stock index futures make possible a variety of
strategies that pennit adjustment and control of company specific or
market risk due to price fluctuations in a stock portfolio.
Risk shifting, or hedging, is used to transfer the price risk of ownership
or potential ownership of commodities or financial instruments. or the
price risk of their nonnal business, to those who are willing to carry
these risks in return for a possible profit. Those who seek to shift risk
are hedgers and those willing to assume it in return for potential profit
are speculators. Speculators, unlike hedgers, are interested solely in
speculating on the extent and direction of future price changes. By
standing ready to purchase or sell futures contracts, speculators
increase the liquidity, efficiency. and competitiveness of markets.
Stock options are traded on five organized exchanges, including the
AMEX, "'!SE, COOE, Pacific Slock Exchange, and Philadelphia Stock
Exchange. By purchasing stock options, investors can shift the risk of.
or hedge, their positiOns or planned purchases by establishing the price
they can, but do not have to, pay for a stock. An investor who buys
options can protect against an adverse price movement in the related
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stock, risking only the price of the option which is usually much less
than the price of the underlying stock.
Stock index futures contracts are traded on a number of the U.S.
exchanges, including the CoME, the CRT, and the New York Futures
Exchange. These markets offer investors low cost opportunities to bE
ter manage their financial risks, including those associated with inve
ment in capital markets, through price discovery and risk shifting. FI
example, Morgan Stanley demonstrated that the transaetion (~ost of
trading a $120 million portfolio in the stock market would be over 15
times greater than in the stock index futures market.
Although futures contracts can be fulfilled either by actual delivery
physical commodity, or by cash settlement, depending on the terms (
the contract, the existence of organized exchanges and their a.o;sociat,
clearing organizations creates a market for these instruments.

Efficient Markets
Have Several
Characteristics

Efficient markets have several characteristics, including liquidity,
which refers to the ability to buy or sell an as...'let quickly at a price
which is close to the price of previous transactions, assuming no ne\\
information is available. To achieve liquidity requires price continuit
that is, prices must not change greatly from one transaction to the nt
In turn, price continuity requires that the market have depth; that is
sufficient buyers and sellers must be willing to enter the market and
trade at prices above and below prevailing prices. Efficient markets
require that information be available on price and volume for past
transactions. Additionally, transaction costs should be low and price
should adjust quickly to new information. Finally, markets should 01
ate under predictable rules.

Purpose of Market
Regulation

The stock and derivative product markets are governed primarily b~
number of SROS, which in tum are overseen by federal agencies. This
concept of industry self-regulation with government oversight. rat hE
than direct federal regulation, developed because
• industry officials did not want exccssive govcrnment involvement ir
market operations that could hinder product innovation and com pet
and
• Congress, as evidenced by the legislative history, appeared to believ
self-regulation with government oversight would be more efficient a
less costly to taxpayers than direct government regulation.
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Regulation of Stocks and
Stock Options

At the federal level, the SEC oversees SROS involved with stocks and
stock options. F..stablished in 1934 to curb abuses in the industry. SEC is
responsible for administering federal securities laws and for developing
federal regulations for the industry. Its overall goal is to protect the
public from fraud and abuse in these markets.
oversight includes approval of new or amended SRO rules, broker /
dealer compliance examinations, and inspections of the SROS to determine how well they police their members. SEC provides direct regulation
by conducting independent investigations into illegal activities, prosecuting violators of securities laws, and promulgating regulations which
market participants must follow.

SEC

is not directly involved in resolving complaints from the public,
functioning more as a conduit for information. When an investor submits a complaint to SEC, the SEC staff refers it to either the broker/dealer
or cognizant SRO. If the parties can not resolve their differences. the SEC
staff informs the investor of binding arbitration programs sponsored by
the SROS.

SEC

Each stock and stock option exchange is an sRo-for example the S'YSE,
and CBOE are SROS. Other industry-related organizations are also
SROS. For example, the SASD is an SRO: it regulates the ore securities market and all brokers and dealers doing securities business with the public.
Also, the registered securities clearing agencies are SROS.
A.'dE.X,

facilitate trading; establish, review, and enforce standards of conduct; regulate ethical standards, business practices, and financial
responsibility of members; conduct rOUi.ine examinations of member
firms: conduct investigations of alleged Violations; and discipline violators of SRO rules or federal securities laws.

SROS

Regulation of Stock Index
Futures and Options on
Stock Index Futures

Regulation of stock index futures and options on stock index futures is
also based on federal oversight of industry self-regulation. The CF'TC and
futures SHOS seek to ensure that futures contracts are traded efficiently
and within the framework of related laws and rules. The regulatory
framework which governs the futures industry grew out of Congress'
belief, as outlined in the Commodity Exchange Act. that federal regulation was essential because
• transactions in futures are carried out in large volume;
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• futures transactions are susceptible to manipulation and excessive Sp4
ulation which could cause volatile price fluctuations; and
• unreasonable price fluctuations il\iure both producers and consumers
and are a burden to interstate commerce, making the regulation of the
futures industry in the public interest.
The fundamental purpose of federal regulation is to ensure fair and
orderly markets, thus providing a measure of control over possible
manipulative activities and speculative excesses that could il\iure agri
cultural producers, other customers that use the markets, and the
futures markets themselves.
The CFlC, an independent regulatory agency created in 1974, oversees
the futures industry and its SROS. CFTC has responsibility for administt
ing federal legislation and developing comprehensive regulations to pI
tect the public from fraud and manipulation in the marketplace.
The Cf'TC maintains its oversight function by requiring approval of ne
and amended SRO rules, conducting surveillance of the markets. and CI
dueting various inspections of the SROS to detennine how well they
police themselves. Direct regulation by CITe comes through its indepe:
dent investigations into allegations of illegal activities, prosecution of
alleged violators of futures laws, and implementation of regulations
which SROS and industry professionals are mandated to follow. In add
tion. CF'TC conducts its own proceedings for deciding claims from ('list!
ers seeking monetary damages from brokerage finns, a function whic
has no direct SEC equivalent.
The futures exchanges, such as the C~iE, CST, and SYFE, are SHOS as is t
~ational Futures Association (SFA), an industry-wide organization. cr
ated in 1981 as a nonprofit corporation to register futures profl'ssion.
conduct financial surveillance and compliance audits, arbitratE' ("Offiplaints against its members who deal with the public. and establ!sh st
dards of professional conduct.
Except for Sf:-\.. futures ~ROS facilitate trading by est.ablishing. n'\"iew:
and enforcing standards of conduct: regulating ethical standards. bu~
ness practices, and financial responsibilities of members; mOllltonng·
marketplace for manipulation and attempted manipulation: ('olldllctil
investigations of alleged violations: and disciplining violators Clf ~HO
rules. ~FA facilitates trading in all these ways, except it does noT mon
the market place for manipulation.
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Observation

The basis for evaluating the perfonnance of U.S. capital and derivative
product markets lies in a comparison of their actual operations with the
attributes outlined in this chapter. It is important that the attributes of
liquidity and fairness be kept in mind as we review the events of "Black
Monday" and their effects on market participants.
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The financial services industry has been evolving in many ways. In
recent years, previously separate industry segments-depository institutions, insurance companies, securities and futures industries-have
begun to forge intermarket linkages caused by new patterns of competi
tion, market demands, technologies, and business strategies.

The Growth of New
Market Risk
Management Interests
and Continuing
Congressional Concern

As the securities markets became increasingly influenced by institution
holding broad portfolios of both equity and debt instruments, the
futures and securities exchanges created products designed to help por
folio managers deal with the risks of holding those instruments. Based
on these products, a number of trading strategies developed that linked
the fonnerly segregated markets and these have given rise to continuin
coneern and controversy.

Growth of Broad
Institutional Interests in
Securities and in Methods
for Managing Their Risks

Over the past three or four decades, investment companies, insurance
companies, pension funds, personal trust funds, and nonprofit endowments have increased their share of transactions volume in the securities market.
The growth of institutional trading and the reduction of individual trae
ing attracted media attention. In 1983, The New York Times reported
that signs indicated that individual investors are being overwhelmed b:
the big institutions; individuals were doing only about 10 percent of all
trading-down from 33 percent in the late 19705. 1
Market participants, regulators and Congress have been eoncerned
about the effects institutions and their trading activity might have on
the markets. Fearing that institutions' trades of large blocks of individual stocks could cause price aberrations, Congress directed the SEC. in
1971. to conduct a special study of institutionalization. A 1973 repon t
the Securities Subcommittee of the Senate C<>mmittee on Banking, Hom
ing and L'rban Affairs laid the foundation for the 1975 Amendments to
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. One of the major provisions was (i
requirement for large institutional investors to report on their portfolic
of shares to measure their effect on markets.
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A CRS report (No. 85-163E, p. 17) also noted concomitant concerns that
institutional influences contributed even then to increased market volatility. The eRS stated (p. 22) that evidence on this notion was inconclusive. citing the following passage from the 1971 SEC study on
institutional investors which said the preponderance of data collected
from 1968 and 1969 indicated that institutional trading in the aggregate
has not impaired price stability in the markets. ~
Finally, the eRS report pointed out (on p. 23) a 1982 Brookings Institution report that stated available evidence did not seem to support the
allegation that the growth of pension plans and other financial
intermediaries had significant effects on relative yields and stock market performance. In terms of the stock market. there is little evidence to
support the contention that price volatility increased because of speculative trading by institutions.:'
Increasingly, individual retail customers began participating in thE?
securities market by purchasing shares in mutual funds. some of which
propose to track the movements of the markets a.~ exemplified by the
market indexes (called "index funds"). Also. according to The Wall
Street Journal (Dec. 23, 1987, p. 17) between 1982 and August 1987.
assets of stock. bond. and income funds tripled to nearly $850 billion.
The Federal Reserve. in its December 1987 Bulletin (po A35). reported
that assets of open-end investment companies. excluding money market
funds, grew from almost $251.7 billion in 1985 to over $529 billion in
August 1987, based on data from the Investment Company Institute.
The St:;C's Division of Investment ~fanagement informed us that, a.o; of
October 1, 1987, the total assets (bonds and equities) of investment com·
panies, including mutual funds. stood at $1.2 trillion, up from S315 billion in October 1982.
Institutions such as pension funds and mutual funds sought to diversify
their risks by mixing broad portfolios of equity and debt securitles As a
recent study commissioned by the :\\sE noted, if managers became somewhat pessimistic about economic developments. they could tilt their mix
toward debt instruments: if optimistic, toward equities.~ In other w()I°ds,
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ponfolio managers looked at a variety of macroeconomic factors-sue!
as inflation, trade, and GNP-in making investment decisions.
The S'lSE study also noted that the growth in institutional investing led
to substantially higher volumes of trading overall at the S)sE and in thE
A~EX. arc and futures markets.
As we noted earlier. institutions traditionally had interests in moving
large blocks of individual securities, but with the interest in managing
broad ponfolios of securities, they began trading in groups. or "baskets." of them. This gave rise to the notion of "program trading." a
generic term to describe the organized trading of these baskets. Thougt
in recent years this term has come to be associated with a specific tech·
nique known as "index arbitrage" (discussed below), it actually has a
broader meaning.
Program trading does not theoretically require automated methods. but
as a practical matter, modem programs, based on very complex calcula
tions and tracking of values, use computers to track market prices and
other factors, recommend trading strategies based on predetermined l~r
teria, and place trading orders.
Comput.ers do not. however, always control the program trading proce~
uncheckt'<i. People establish the programs based on their investment
strategies and review the computer-recommended trades before they aJ
executed. As we report later, during the October crash. some portfoiio
managers we talked to said they either could not or did not follow their
computers' recommendations.
A number of portfolio management and derivations exist. These strategies relate to the timing of trades and the selection of which st<)(.'ks or
debt instruments to invest in. Timing decisions are based in part on
transaction costs. regulatory or tax requirements. and the size of the
portfolio itself. Selection strategies are based on the performance objec
tives of the funds managed, often expressed in relation to a general rna
ket measurement or the movement of particular industries.
The ability of program traders to execute their strategies has been faei
tated by the increased automation of trading at the major exdlanges.
While programs can be and are accomplished by hand-delivering order
tickets to specialist posts on the exchange floor. they are frequently co:
ducted on the ~"'SE via the Designated Order Turnaround System.
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whereby orders are sent automatically and simultaneously to the appro
priate specialist posts.
Programs that make decisions about the market as a whole have come
under criticism as having little to do with the underlying capital fonnation process which the securities markets were supposed to foster. Supporters of such trading counter that it adds liquidity to the secondary
market and thus facilitates the primary sale of instruments by businesses seeking funds.
Thus, to the concerns about the behavior of institutions and their effect
on the markets has been added the new dimension of how decisions
based on modern portfolio management factors might endanger the ori!!
inal purpose of securities markets-to facilitate the capital formation
process.

Development of Index Futures

Managers of large portfolios may trade in relationship to general measures of market value, the major stock indexes. They therefore have an
interest in hedging the risk of the loss of market value in portfolios rela
tive to those indexes. Stock index futures were introduced in 1982 as a
risk-transfer device to meet this need. Stock index futures volume grew
from about 5 million contracts in 1982 to over 25 million in 198t).
In 1981. during the approval process prior to allowing the 5&1' 500
futures contract to be traded, the SEC stated that it was concerned that.
given the similarity between stock index futures and stock options. reg·
ulatory disparities, the absence of appropriate margin requirements.
and the lack of adequate customer suitability requirements. the proposed OlE contract could both draw investment away from other eqllit~
markets and lead unwary participants to unwittingly expose t.hemseln:
to financial risk. In addition, the SEC' stated that tradin.g in the propose<:
contract could seriously undennine the surveillance activities of both
the SEX.: and securities SROS.
The CFTC believed that the futures contract was subject to only a Ii mitt'.
degree of substitutability with individual stock issues; therefore. the
CITe felt that limited potential existed for diversion of trading acti\'ity.
The Fed stated that it has the right to set margins on stock index future.
contracts. But it did not do so, instead chOOSing to closely monitor
futures trading in them so that it could make an infonned judgmt>nt on
the need for Fed margin requirements.
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From the inecption of index futures contracL'i eoneerns about regulator;
jurisdiction existed. Fonner CF1·C Commissioner James Stone, in a letter
dated February 23. 1982, to House Agriculture Subt'Ommittee Chainnar
Ed .Jones, stated. "In the last few years, the distinctions between securi
tics and commodities have rapidly eroded. The largest eorrunission firm
in commodities are not specialty houses; they are affiliates of the major
securities finns .... The approval by the CITe just last week of an appl
cation to trade futures on a common stock index is a final proof that th'
lines ha.... e been blurred" (p. 2). Later in his letter, Commissioner Stone
raised concerns about speculation in new futures products. One resporu
he promulgated. should t.he markets continue to merge, was the consoli·
dation of the Cf'1'C and the SEC.
The problem of jurisdiction ov(~r financial futures was resolved in a
December 7,1981, agreement between then CFTe Chainnan Philip !\-1.
Johnson and SEC Chairman .John S. R. Shad. t'nder that agreement. the
SEC regulates option:; on securities, options on stock groups or indexes,
and options on foreign currencies traded on a national securities
exchange. The cne regulates futures on certain "exempted" securities
(such as Ginnie ~lae certifieates). futures on broad-based groups or
indexes of securities, options on each of t.hese types of futures product
and option..o:; on foreign eurreneies not traded on a national secunties
ex(:hange. In addition, when Congress enacted the accord into law (as a
1982 amendment to the Commodity Exchange Aet), it granted the SEC
authority to disapprove new applications from exchanges introducing
futures contracts based on stock groups or indexes. Since the accord's
enactment into law, the SEC and CITe have developed guidelines and
agreed on an interpretation of the statutory provisions.

In the act, Congress directed the Federa; Rescrvp, the CITe, and the s~:c
with the assistance of the Tre,Lo;ury Department, to study the futures
and options markets. The study conduded that
• The new products serve a useful economic purpose.
• The financial futures and options markets appeared to have no measUl
able negative implications for the formation of capital.
• Financial futures and options do differ in important characteri:;t.i<.:s.
• Trading in funetionally similar produets under the separate jurisdicT.io
of the SEC and CITe did not appear to have resulted in significant harm
• \"0 legislation was needed with regard to establishing a new regulator~
framework.
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However, the study recognized a l'Ontinuing need to hannonize certain
securities and commodities rules.

The Linkage Between
Index Futures and Equities
Markets

The controversy over the cross-market influences between the futures
and securities markets has caused some to fear that the trading in stock
is improperly influenced by trading strategies based on derivative prod·
ucts traded in the futures and options markets.

Futures/Cash Market
Interrelationships

A futures contract on an index of stocks and the index itself establish
current prices for the same basket of commodities in different time peri
ods. Because of the close relationship between a futures contract and
the cash "commodity" (the index value itselO, the prices of these two
products are linked.
A futures contract is an agreement to buy or sell in the future, but the
time delay means that ownership of the stocks and receipt of any assoc:
ated dividends is postponed. The relationship between the present priCE
(cash price) and the futures price, called the "basis," is due in part to
the postponement of ownership transfer and is called the "cost to
carry."

Index Arbitrage

If the cash and futures prices do not confonn to the (,'Ost-of-<:arry relationship, a profit potential theoretically exists. For example, if the
futures price is too high (at a premium) relative to the cash price (indell
value), a profit can be earned by buying the cash stock and selling
futures contracts. Arbitrageurs can lock in the profit if they can take
simultaneous futures/stock positions when a mispricing situation
occurs. Then. when the futures contract expires, for example, the arbitrageur "unwinds" the position by buying the futures contracts and sel.
ing the cash stock. C<>nversely, when the futures price is low in relation
to the cash index (at a dis<."Ount), the arbitrageur would buy the futUre!
and sell the underlying stock short to establish a position and unwind i1
by closing out those positions. 5
While index-arbitrage has been characterized as locking in a "risk-free'
profit, the strategy is not entirely riskless. For instance, arbitrageurs
~Implementinll this t)1le or arbltl'• • called "!lhort-s.i~" i.ndPx arbitrage, Call br difficult III a fallin8
stock marlce! because Rule 10.·1 or the Secunties Exc~ Act of 1934 requinS a short SILIe to be
executed on an "uptick" III a price hig/"oer than the IIIIIt different price on a stock.
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._----_._-------------- ._------------_.._ - may not purcha.-,e all the stocks that make up a large index (for example. all 500 stocks in the S&.P 500), preferring instead to hold a subset
that is expected to have price movements that are closely correlated
with the complete index. In doing so, the arbitrageur runs a risk of
"tracking error," that the strategy will not be successful because the
price movement of the subset will not track the index.
Another risk relates to the delay between the time the order is placed 1
the arbitrageur and the time it is executed on the exchange floor. Price
may change in that time interval; the more volatile the market. the
greater this risk becomes. Also. the arbitrageur must have current and
continuous information on trading and prices to properly plan and execute this strategy. To the extent that markets are volatile and trading
noncontinuous, the arbitrageur will incur additional risks that may
prove costly.
The process of arbitrage tends to correct futures/cash mispricing situa
tions. For example. selling a futures contract exerts downward pressUl
on its price, and buying the stocks puts upward pres..c;ure on their priCE
Thus it is said that arbitrage activity tends to bring the two markets
back into equilibrium, or back into the proper cost-of-carry relationshi
When this happens no further arbitrage profit potential exists.

Transmission of Infonnation

One factor in the interrelationship between cash and futures prices is
the manner in which economic information is transmitted throughout
the marketplace. Because of lower transaction costs in the futures mal
ket than in the cash market. investors and traders often transact initially in the futures markets as new information leads them to change
their investments. b This initial activity in the futures market. by creat·
ing a mispricing situation between the futures and cash prices. could
lead to arbitrage activity.
Suppose. for example. that some negative macroeconomic news create
bearish expectations. Investors may desire to move out of stocks and
into less risky assets, such as Treasury securities. Selling index future:
contracts is a rapid and cheaper way to express that desire. If. as a
"Transactlons C06U are lower U1 the futures markets becaWJe the pun:hll!!t' or sale of. for examplt',
s&P 500 U1volves only one tran58ction in the futures
but 500 transactiOns 1Jl I.ht' stock mar
keto In a study E'flcltled "FinanciallNlOVIWOIIS and Market Volatility." Merton Miller st..att'S thaI
··tran.'IaCtlor.s undertaJcen in reporIst! to anticipated (or feu-edl ch~ in the unmedlatE.'
macr<lel.'onomic environment.. now tend to be directed first to the ",dex futures market ralht'r tl
the stock market. For this unportllnt class of transactions. the cost advantages of thc index futur/"
market has made It the domlnant market."
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result of this selling, the futures price falls far enough relative to the
cash price, an arbitrage opportunity for selling stocks and buying
futures may be triggered. This would put downward pressure on the
cash (stock) price, as information about the bearish macroeconomic
news is transmitted from the futures to the cash market. There is some
early evidence that indicates that the stock index futures price leads thE
cash price in incorporating new infonnation.~

The "Cascade Scenario"

Perhaps the ultimate fear in the interplay between the futures and
securities markets is expressed in what has been referred to as the "cascade scenario." This scenario begins with portfolio managers perceiving
bad economic news and beginning hedge programs (such as portfolio
insurance) by selling index futures contracts. This selling creates a mispricing between the futures and cash markets, with the futures price
selling relatively cheaply, or at a discount with regard to the cash price.
Next, arbitrageurs, perceiving a profit opportunity, would begin buying
the index futures and selling the stocks making up the index. Other programs, such as those described above, might also begin selling securities
further depressing stock prices, in turn compelling more futures hedging, leading to further arbitrage activity and so on, leading the stock
markets into a downward spiral.
Some market experts have dL~ounted the danger of such a cascade
because of other market forces that corne into play. For one factor, they
state that when stock prices reach a level at which they are perceived a
good buys in their own right, buying will halt the fall. Another factor
cited is that if futures prices reach a significant discount to cash prices,
hedging by selling futures contracts becomes relatively expensive and
would not be an attractive strategy to mc.nagers. And the progress of a
cascade scenario would depend, in part, on the confluence of a number
of hedging programs, which may be constructed differently and be
based on different trigger points and other factors. Finally, the "uptick" rule on short sales might preclude some selling activity.

7For example, see Anthony F. Herbst. Joseph P Ml'Olnnack and Elizabeth S. Wet. ··lnw"lIga!lOn ul
a Lead-lag Relationsh.ip becwl!'m Spo\: Stock lndlr:es and Their Futures Contrat.u"· The Journal u!
fo'uwrft Markets, Vol. 7, So. 4 {I 981)(p. 375). The results of their empirical work suppan thL~
hypotheSIS. ~ liliIo Ira G. Kawaller, Paul D. Koch and Timothy W. Koch, "TIle Temporal Pml' Rela·
tionship ~ S & P 500 Futures Price and the S & P 500 Index:' Federal R_rvp BanI< of
Atlanta, Working Paper Bthl, June 1986.
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Modern Portfolio
Management Strategies

Many portfolio managers today use a variety of s(}phL~ticated techniques to manage their equity positions. The one most often discusse<
with regard to the October decl.ine is termed "portfolio insurance" or
"dynamic hedging." However, a variety of strategies are used.
Portfolio insurance strategies seek to give partial or incremental prot
tion against the risk of falling equity portfolio values While preservin
the possibility of participating in some of any rise in market values.
They typically seek to preserve a stated percentage of portfolio valUE
over time.
Portfolio insurance is a strategy that involves continued rebalancing
between equities and debt securities as the stock prices are changing.
For example, as the stock market falls, managers could sell off increments of equity holdings in favor of Treasury securities to minimize t
losses on equity investments. But since transaction costs in the futun
markets are lower, instead of selling stocks directly, managers may 51
index futures. Conversely, if stock values increase, managers may pu
chase futures contracts instead.
Managers can profit from temporary imbalances between the futures
and cash (securities) market prices by using index arbitrage or index
substitution. The fonner technique was discussed above. The latter a
may be employed by, for example, a mutual fund holding a portfolio
stocks designed to replicate the weighting scheme of a particular indl
(an index fund). When a futures contract is selling at a discount relat
to the index value, a fund manager may substitute temporarily a futl
contract for stocks and thereby add to the fund's returns. This positi
would be reversed as the discount is reduced, either at the expiratior
the futures contract or earlier.

Internationalization of
Markets

While most of the attention paid to the October 19 experience in the
stock markets has focused on U.S. markets and exchanges, the stock
market crash-and the bull market that preceded it-were international in scope. Major exchanges around the world have become incn
ingly connected. They all experienced substantial increases in stock
prices in the years prior to the crash, and similarly experienced shar
drops in value in the period of the crash.
Institutional differences do exist among the exchanges, however. Stc
index futures, for instance, are not yet as extensively used on OVCrSE
exchanges as they are in the U.S. fmancial system. In the opimon of
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some observers, the fact that stock prices fell even in markets in which
stock index futures and portfolio insurance strategies were not factors
undennines the theory that portfolio insurance and fmancial innovations c8Wled the crash. However, the fact that the crash hit all m~r
markets highlighted the concern that a crisis in one market is rapidly
trarumlitted throughout the international fmancial system.
While international financial flows are not recent developments, their
importance is growing and the links among the fmancial systems of different nations are becoming stronger. Several reasons have been
advanced for this development:
(l}Re1axation of rules and regulations governing capital movements,
portfolio composition, and access to markets by national authorities.
(2}The continued regulation or restriction on banks engaging in securi-

ties business that exists in the limitation of bank powers in the United
States and Japan, have "deflected" business to international markets as
the banks seek to avoid the limitations on this potentially profitable business. The increasing securitization of debt, by diverting loan business
away from banks and thereby cutting bank earnings. has increased the
attraction of banks to the securities business.
(3)Other rules and regulations, market structures and conditions, and
the development of fmancial innovations.
(4)Improvements made in the technology of trading and
commwtications.
(6)Attempts on the part of issuers of securities to reach the largest possible market.
One indication of the increasing internationalization of the securities
market is the growth of net international bond financing, which
increased from $32.0 billion in 1981 to 1156.0 billion in 1986. International equity listings are also a potentially important development,
although their current impact appears to be fairly small.
As of May 1986, over 500 companies are listed globally and traded on
exchanges outside their home country, including such U.S. corporations
as Dow Chemical, Citicorp, and mM. Listing on a foreign stock exchange
is not a recent development, however. Dow Chemical and Citicorp have

been listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange since 1973, and IBM has beel
listed there since 1974.
Trading volumes of international equities is still small in comparison t
volume on home country exchanges, although it has been growing. Int
national equity offerings of common and preferred stock increased suI
stantially in the 198Os, with the total value of common and preferred
stock, convertible bonds, and bonds with warrants growing from $8.2
billion in 1983 to $34.1 billion in 1986.8 Price quotes for these are disseminated through the (London) International Stock Exchange's Automated Quotation System (SEAQ), modeled on the SASDAQ system. p The
deregulation of the London stock market, together with increasing tra
ing in foreign equities on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, suggests that thi!
trend may continue. 10 The conversion of state-owned enterprises to pr
vate ownership (e.g .• the British Petroleum and Nippon Telegraph ane
Telephone selloffs), which require access to a large base of potential
buyers. can also further this trend.
Foreign activity on domestic exchanges has been significant. In 1986,
U.S. investors' purchases and sales of foreign stocks was a record $10
billion, while foreign investors' activity on U.S. stock markets reacheC
$277.6 billion, also a record. 1I
While not as well developed as their U.S. counterparts, international
trading of futures and options has also been growing. London began
trading options and futures in 1978 and 1981, respectively. Yen gover
ment bond futures are now traded on the Tokyo Stock Exchange, and
the Ministry of Finance is expected to endorse a recommendation froll
one of its advisory panels to create a comprehensive futures market t:
would be open to both banks and securities firms. While no timetable
has been announced for this development, we note that the advisory
panel's recommendation-and the implicit Ministry endorsement-wI
announced after the October crash.

~lnr.emationa1izauon

of the Securitles !ttarket. SF£ Staff Report. July 27. 198i. p. 11·5-3

I1lnr.emationallzauon of tM Serurittes Markel, p. 1lI-4.
IlThere are al50 trading linkage agreements among U.s. and Canadian exch~. such J.!> an BgTf
ment between the Toronto and American St..ock Exchaz1le5, but theJe do not IIp~ar II) haw ~el'M'r
significant lLI.'tivity.

Illntematlonalization of the Sl'C'I.1ntiE's Mlil"ket. p II.J.
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Observations

The events of October 1987 have raised a number of questions about the
workings of securities and futures markets, the linkages that exist
between them and their regulation. These questions are not new.
In this chapter, we have described the institutionalization of securities
markets and the evolution of financial futures products and their growing use by institutions as a mechanism for controlling risk in portfolios.
We have also discussed the debate that has taken place in the past over
the appropriate configuration of the regulatory structure for the securities and futures industries. Additionally we have briefly described the
growing internationalization of securities markets.
Several things are clear. It has been recognized for some time that. as a
result of the growth in fmandal futures and their use as mechanisms for
controlling risk in institutional portfolios, the fmancia! futures and
securities markets are closely linked. The debate over the appropriate
regulatory structure for the fmancia1 futures and securities industries
has been going on since the mid-1970s recurring whenever there was a
major new product development in the fmancial futures industry.
Ftnally,linkages that have developed between U.S. securities and
futures markets are expanding beyond our borders to overseas markets.
These linkages have developed only recently and warrant considerable
further study because of their potential to complicate even further an
understanding of fmancial activity and the causes of any financial dislocations that may occur in the future.
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The Bull Market and Related

Macroeconomic Conditions
Between 1982 and 1987, stock markets around the world increased in
value, and the average daily number of shares traded rose. ~iarkE't par
ticipants we i.nterviewed attributed this "bull market'" to a variety of
economic and psychological factors, as well as the use of new trading
strategies based on derivative products. Many said that by August 19t:
prices on securities did not accurately reflect the worth of firms. As a
resUlt, they expected a significant market correction.

Market Values and
Share Volumes
Increase

The Report of the Presidential Task For<.'e on Market :\1echanisms statl
that the rise in market indices for the 19 largest markets-in the world
averaged 296· percent from 1982 to 1987; the average C.S. rise was 191
percent during the period. According to SEX:: data, market capitalizatior
or the total value of stocks traded on all stock markers, increased irorr
52,472 billiorl in 1980 to $5,995 billion in 1986. This growth occurred i
all three major international markets as shown in the table below:

T.b.. 4.1: M8Itutt C8pHIINUtion
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Source: InlemahonallzatlOn of the Secunlles Markets. SEC slaH repon July 27 1987 D II 12

The table shows the volume increases on the :\YSt: and the price
increa..~s in the S&P 500 composite price index from 1982 to 1987.
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Table ".2: NVSE VOlume

(thousands of shares)
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Overall, U.S. market capita.lization increased from almost $1.4 trillion in
1980 to over $2.5 trillion in 1986, according to the Sf);. This occurred in
spite of the fact that a large volume of corporate stock retirement had
led to a decline in equity shares outstanding in 5 of the last 6 years.

By several historical measures, the U.S. stock market appeared to be
overvalued preceding the cra.~h. The markf't as meacmred by the S&P 500
stock index was trading at 23 times earnings, a postwar high. and far
above the postwar average of 14.5 times earnings. In addition, on average stocks were producing annual dividend yields of 2.2 percent. or only
about one-half the postwar average of 4.25 percent. F'inally, stocks WE're
trading at nearly three times book value. double the postwar average.
However, during the bull market other measures of stock value may
have been operative.
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The Presidential Task Force reported that the valuation of stocks bas
on the liquidation value of companies, rather than their earnings potE
tial may have become dominant in the summer of 1987. The report
stated that liquidation value rarely provides a higher valuation than
that based on a future flow of returns, but this may have been the ca:
in the middle 19805. The report also stated that the valuation method
used in corporate takeover activity may have supported the price of ;
broad range of stocks well above traditional valuation levels. It state<
that there was a large pool of funds accumUlated for takeover activit
during 1987. These funds had the capability to buy $150 billion of co:
porate stock, and the availability of these funds reinforced the use of
takeover valuation methods in the public market.

Market Participants'
Views on the Bull
Market

Market participants we interviewed cited a number of factors as pass
ble contributors to the bull market. Some agreed that the market had
become overvalued.
Some market participants cited economic factors as causes of the bull
market. These included low interest rates, the end of a recession, low
inflation, decreasing unemployment, higher l'Orporate profits, increru
foreign investment, and the greater desirability of holding equity
instead of debt. Others cited as a factor the psychology of investors v
believed that markets would continue to rise even though overvalue<!
The bull market, they said, was fueled by the belief of many investor
that they were international financial experts and by their desire to
make the last dollar before taking their profits in an overvalued marl
Some participants said that the use of derivative products and strat.e
that sought profit from trading activity, rather than from the econon
growth of companies, contributed to the bull market. Others maintaiI
that the existence of certain recent portfolio management strategies,
such as portfolio insurance, gave institutional investors a false sense
security, thereby encouraging overinvestment in the stock market.
On the basis of these factors that seemed to produce an overvalued n
ket, many market professionals told us they expected a significant m
ket correction to take place. Feelings that the market was overpriced
developed among our sources as early as February 1987. By .July thi!
sentiment had become more widespread.
As a result, market professionals expected a correction, but a 200-JX)
drop was the most many of them could envision in one day. Some of

them told us they had anticipated a slow, steady drop over a three, six,
or nine month period.

The Macroeconomic
Environment That
Contributed to the
Downturn

Most market professionals, exchange officials, and regulators told us
that fundamental macroeconomic and political factors. combined with
the belief that the market had become overvalued, were m~or fa<.1.ors
contributing to the decline. ~ot surprisingly, opinions about the relative
importance of each factor vary. Some said that no single factor could be
blamed, pointing out that much of the economic news, especially budget
deficits, rising interest rates, and the Middle East situation, had been
around for some time. Others singled out the potential changes to takeover legislation and Treasury Secretary Baker's remarks on West German monetary policy as being very important.
One economic factor that market participants said may have played a
major role in the October 19 decline was rising interest rates in the U.S.,
Japan, and West Germany beginning in August. Typically, when interesl
rates rise above stock market yields, investors move funds from stocks
to alternative investments offering higher yields. On August 11, 1987,
the yield on 30-year Treasury bonds was 8.8 percent. On the morning of
October 19 this long-term rate had increased to 10.5 percent.
With respect to short-term rates, the Federal Reserve raised its discount
rate from 5-1/2 percent to 6 percent on September 4. The federal funds
rate jumped from 6.5 percent on August 11 to 7.6 percent on O<.1.ober 19
and the prime rate rose from 8-1/4 percent to 9-3/4 percent in this time
period. Money supply growth over these 2 months had slowed to an
annual rate of 4.2 percent from 9.8 percent in t.he preceding 12 months,
suggesting higher interest rates. Over approx.imately the same period,
the West German Central Bank increased interest rates on four occasions. Similarly, interest rates were rising in Japan.
The DJL-\ declined almost 500 points during this period from it:) peak of
2,722 on August 25 to 2,246 at its close on October 16.
Another economic concern cited by market participants was the FS.
budget deficit. Although the C .S. had incurred a budget deficit in excCS!!
of $145 billion each year since 1983, and the fiscal year 1987 deficit wa
projected to be below that of the previous 4 years. in mid-October Congress and the Administration appeared to be making very little progres!
in achieving substantial additional reductions. This created uncertainty
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about the government's future financing needs and the effect of thOSt
needs on the future course of interest rates.
Participants also cited the large and somewhat intractable U.S. merchandise trade deficit that was contributing to a decline in the U.S. de
lar on the international exchange markets. Not only did the declining
dollar raise <:oncems about future rates of inflation, the anticipation (
further declines in the U,So dollar were believed to be discouraging fo:
eign lenders from purchasing U.S. debt securities, since expected
exchange rate losses might eliminate any additional return from inve~
ing in the United States, rather than in their 0",n1 or other countries.
This, in tum implied a bidding up of interest rates in the Cnited State
to attract foreign investment, while higher yields on debt instrumena
implied a dedine in the attractiveness of equity investments. Higher
yields on debt instruments also raised concerns about the increased Ii
lihood of a r.~cession.

Observations

While no Single factor can explain the run-up of stock prices to a post
war high between 1982 and 1987. many have been cited as setting th.
stage for a major market correction, Market participants told us that
number of factors had made them nervous about stock prices, but nOJ
said they had expected the kind of correction that occurred.
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Chapter 5

The Market Decline and Crash

The market decline began in August 1987, accelerated during the week
of October 12, and climaxed on October 19 and 20. The speed of the
October 19 decline, the heightened market volatility and volume of October 19 and 20, and the resultant operating system backlogs and breakdowns disrupted the trading strategies of many investors, including
index arbitrage and other strategies of institutional fund managers.
Institutional investors told us that the events of October 19 and 20 created an uncharacteristic degree of uncertainty, affecting their ability to
react to market events quickly and lmowledgeably.

The Market Decline
Accelerated in October

The generally negative trends in the equity markets that had begun in
August gained momentum during the week beginning October 12.
Between the start of business on October 14 and the close of business on
October 19, the DJIA dropped by over 760 points, a decline of over 30
percent.
Ouring the week of October 12, two significant external events occurred
which many observers believe accelerated the price decline. The House
Ways and Means Committee approved a tax package which. if enacted,
would have eliminated a number of tax breaks for corporate mergers
and acquisitions. This legislation would also put a significant brake on
highly leveraged corporate takeovers, a phenomenon many believed \VB!
a m~or catalyst for the 1987 increase in stock prices. In addition. the
report of an unexpectedly large August merchandise trade deficit led to
declines in the value of the dollar and an expectation of higher interest
rates, higher rates of inflation, and lower stock prices.
From October 12 through 16 trading volumes increased and prices
declined. Total volume in the S&.P 500 futures contract rose from 79,907
contracts on Monday, October 12 to 135.344 contracts on Friday, Octo-ber 16. Trading volume on the ~~E rose from nearly 210 million shares
on October 14 to 344 million shares on October 16. From October 14 to
the close on October 16. the DJL-\ declined by over 250 points. In the
futures markets. the s&P 500 futures contract declined from 312 on Octc
ber 14 to slightly over 282 on October 16.
According to some industry observers. between October 14 and 16, insti
tutional traders sold large volumes of securities. At the close on Friday,
October 16, the s&P 500 futures contract was trading at a discount from
the underlying index. Index arbitrage activity then transmitted the
decline in futures prices to the equity market through a combination of
futures purchases and stock sales.
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On October 1'1, the DJlA closed down 3.81 percent, and the ~ikkei inde:
rose 0.93 percent. while the FTSE index fell 1.16 percent. Then on Frid~
October 16. the DJ1A fell 4.60 percent, and the Nikkei index was down
0.23 while the London market was closed. Market prices in Hong Kong
and Sydney also declined.

Trading in U.S. Treasury securities was very active during this period
According to the CBT, where bond futures are traded, daily volume hac
averaged 297,121 contracts. During October 14, 15, and 16, it averag~
526.700 contracts. Activity in these contracts in London was also hea,
According to the President's Task Force, despite the heavy volume of
activity on those days, the market closed on Friday, October 16, with;
great deal of remaining selling sentiment. However, some market parti
pants and exchange officials told u.s that they believed that the week'~
activities con..~tituted the major correction they had been expecting.
Since Friday's trading had ended on an "uptick," they believed the rna
kets had weat.hered the worst.

----------=-----:---:-:--::----::---:---::-:--:----:-:---::::-::-----"-The market decline climaxed on October 19 and 20. Even though some

The Events of October
19 and 20

market participants believed that they had weathered the worst of thl
decline the previous week, others realized that pressure had built ove!
the weekend for a major trading day on Monday, October 19.
In foreign markets, which open prior to New York, the Nikkei index
dropped by 2.35 percent in its October 19 session and the London f'TSE
index declined by 10.8 percent. When trading shifted to the Enited
States, massive selling pressure was evident in both the Chicago futur
and New York equity markets. According to the President's Task Forc
there were large order imbalances. In fact, before the market opened t
Designated Order Turnaround (OOT) System contained $500 million in
sell orders. When the S'f'SE opened, the discount on the s&P 500 futures
contract from the underlying S&P 500 index was 21 points.

Pension and tl:l.lst funds, the category of investors most often asso<:iat
with portfolio insurance activity, were heavy sellers of futures contracts. Because of the discount existing at the market opening, broker,
dealers, the category of investors most commonly associated with indl
arbitrage, were net purchasers of contracts, which. in tum. resulted ir
stock sales in the equity markets.
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At about 10:15 a.m., the discount between the futures and cash marke~
began to narrow. 1 The cash market, which initially experienced a signif
cant decline, began to rebound thereafter. Arbitrage net purchases of
futures contracts become very heavy around 11:00 a.m. According to
CME data, pensions and trusts were net purchasers of futures contracts
between 11 :00 a.m. and 12 noon, but thereafter became heavy net sellers. The discount between the two markets once again appeared at
around 11 :30 a.m. and by 12:30 p.m. index arbitrage purchases again
became heavy. Adding to the confusion was the Chainnan of the SEC'S
statement concerning the possible closing of the "\'SE.
Volume on the N"ISE stood at 263 million shares by noon and the DJL"
average was down about 125 points from the open. Between noon and
2:00 p.m. the DJlA fell nearly 150 points on 164 million shares of selling
volume. The discount between the cash and futures markets widened t(
around 21 points. A slight market rally occurred between 2:00 p.m. and
3:00 p.m., but thereafter the market declined precipitously from about
2,000 points to close at 1,738. The discount between the ca'3h and
futures markets Widened from about lO points at the noon peak of the
market rally to about 25 points at the market close.
Between noon and 2:00 p.m. pensions and tmsts were heavy net sellers
of futures contracts and broker/dealers were net purchasers. though
broker/dealers activity was not as heavy as it had been around 11:00
a.m. Indeed, according to CME data. broker/dealers were net sellers of
futures contracts between 2:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. The relative inactivity of index arbitragers during the afternoon of October 19 has been
attributed to delays in the oor System that made some unwilling to execute their strategies. As a result, arbitragers put less selling pressure 01
the cash markets and less buying pressure on the futures markets. In
the absence of arbitrage activity, there wa.o; no opportunity for prices tt
converge in the two markets.
According to the President's Task FOrL'e, the reason for the precipitolls
decline in the DJIA during the last hour of trading on October 19 was thl
lack of buying support in the market that, in turn, was a result of the
inhibiting effect of the discount. Volume during the last hour of tradin~
totaled 109.5 million shares, the highest hourly volume of the day.
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Foreign markets continued to drop as the October 20 trading day open
around the world. The Tokyo l\'ikkei index closed 14.9 percent lower
while the London FTSE index closed 12.26 percent lower.
When the S'lSI~ opened for trading on October 20. the spread between t
cash and futures markets had moved from the large discount at the pr
vious day's dose to a premium. Before the N\sE opened, exchange officials asked their members to refrain from using the oor System for
making program trade orders.
According to CME data, at 10:00 a.m. pensions and tmsts began net sell
ing in the futures markets and a discount once again appeared betweel
the SiP 500 index futures contract and the cash market index. Roughl)
one-half hour later, the DJIA, which had risen by nearly 200 points abo
the open, began a precipitous decline, and by about 12:15 p.m. the earl
morning DJIA gains had been completely reversed. The discount betwe«
the cash and futures markets moved to 41 points just before 11:00 a.IT
and stood at a.bout 35 points at 12:15 p.m.
At 12:15 p.m., the CME, based on its belief that the N'lSE was about to
close, suspended trading in the S&P 500 index. The CBOE had suspendec
trading one-half hour earlier because an insufficient number of the S&I
500 stocks comprising its options index were trading on the S'5E.
The CME resumed trading in the S&.P 500 index at around 1:00 p.m., anc
according to data CME supplied. net futures sales by pensions and truS1
began shortly thereafter, reaching their highest levels of t.he day
between 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. This selling pressure was iargely offs
by heavy purchases of futures contracts by broker/dealers. The discount between the cash and futures markets, which initially increased
after trading resumed on the CME, began to narrow at approximately
1:15 p.m. and stood at about 13 points by 2:00 p.m. Slightly after 2:00
p.m .. the marl<et began to rebound. This rebound has been attributed t
the buying support in the cash market provided by announcements of
intentions by corporations to buy back their stock. While between 2: 1f.
p.m. and 3:30 p.m. the D.llA rose over 160 points, in the last half hour (
trading it revE~rsed course and lost 75 points. Overall. the D.IIA increasE
by slightly over 100 points for the day on trading volume of nt~arly 60
million shares.
In the equity ure markets. volume built between October 14 and 20.01
October 19. the ~ASDAQ composite index closed at 360.21. down 11.4 pI
cent from the close on October 16. Trading volume on October 19 was
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heavy at nearly 223 million shares. On October 20, the SASDAQ composit
index closed at 327.79, down a total of 24.6 percent from the close of
Ocwber 13. Trading volume was a record-setting 284 million shares.
Thus, the course of the SASDAQ index value lagged that of the DJlA by on
day. On October 21, trading volume of 288 million shares set another
record, but the SASDAQ composite index rebounded to close at 351.86, a
7.3 percent increase from the previous day.

Index Arbitrage and
Portfolio Insurance
Strategies Were
Disrupted on October
19 and 20
Views on the Effect of
Index Arbitrage Varied;
Strategies Could Not
Always Be Executed

Index arbitrage and portfolio insurance are the two most discussed erae
ing strategies related to the Ocwber stock market plunge. Consequently
our discussions with market participants about the events of October I!
and 20 focused on concerns about the role of index arbitrage and portfe
lio insurance. Although market participants had varying views about
the effect of these strategies on the stock market decline, users of these
strategies agreed that market conditions hampered their successful exe
cution during many periods on October 19 and 20 .
..-----..- - - - .
Market participants had varying perspectives on the effect of index
arbitrage on the market plunge. Users of the strategy agreed, however,
that many factors precluded its use for much of October 19 and 20.

Many said that the effect of index arbitrage actually stabilizes the mar·
kets and improves their efficiency by bringing futures and cash market
prices into line. They supported arbitrage as a legitimate and necessalJi
strategy to maintain market efficiency while indicating that only a few
participants can use it because of the sophisticated computer equipmer
and substantial capital required. Officials of one broker/dealer finn sai
that had finns been able to engage in arbitrage activity, this might havi
helped keep prices in the futures and stock markets more in balance
with each other, providing a measure of stability to the markets.
One money manager said that arbitrage was responsible for 200 to 250
points of the October 19 stock market decline. Three others opposed to
index arbitrage did not believe that the strategy was responsible for th
crash, though they believed it accelerated the speed, or compressed [hE
time frame of the plunge.
Many market participants told us arbitragers did not fully participate i
the market on October 19 because they were either largely invested in
arbitrage positions from activity during the prior week when market.s
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had been volatile, or because market volatility and inaccurate market
information made arbitrage too risky.
According to one self-regulatory official, arbitrage could only be performed by rums that could manually deliver their stock orders to the
N'lSE trading posts. Two broker/dealer rlm\S agreed, only one of which
was able to shift to a manual system for implementing these trades.
Officials of one broker/dealer firm told us that they were unable to
implement index arbitrage strategies in the afternoon of October 19 d\
to systems dE!lays in executing orders at the N\SE.
Representatives of another firm said it could not execute index arbitrage strategies on October 20 because the N\SE had requested membel
not to use the DOl' System for program trading. Three other arbitrager.
said that it was not possible to arbitrage successfully on October 19 or
20. Simultaneous buying and selling W\der panic conditions was virtually impossible. Some leading stocks were not trading, and some stock
prices as weIr. as stock index values were inaccurate. These conditions
made index arbitrage impossible, because it was difficult to determine
the true relationship between the cash market prices and futures priCl
Regulatory o.fficials and some market participants told us that becaus
of market movements, with trading halts and deep discoW\ts in futurE
the theoretical models on which program trading strategies, such as
index arbitrage, are based did not work. They said these models prest;
pose perfect liquidity in the marketplace which was nonexistent on
October 19 and 20. In addition, the up-tick rule at the N)sE prohibits
short selling ·Jf stocks when they are declining in value. When futures
are at a disooW\t to the cash market, arbitragers would buy futures c(
tracts and seU stocks short. This could not be done during much of tht
day because of the up-tick rule.

Many Believe That

Portfolio Insurance Did
Not Work as Intended

Many market profeSSionals believed that portfolio insurance may ha\
exacerbated the rate of the stock market decline. They said users of t
strategy all wanted to sell at the same time. Some market participant.!
said that the fear that portfolio insurance strategies might fuel the m.
ket decline m.ay have had more of an effect on the market than the
strategy itself. Others said that the week before the crash, institution
investors became aware that portfolio insurance strategies were not
working and protected their investments by liquidating their position
They blamed the institutions for panicking, adopting a "sell at any co
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mentality," and trying to unwind in 1-day positions that may have
taken up to a year to build.
Officials at two firms that used portfolio insurance strategies said they
had revised their investment approach. One said it is no longer using th.
strategy due to its experience during the stock market crashi the other
has modified the strategy greatly. Officials of these firms cited three
limitations that can occur with the rapid market declines and high volatility that affected the use of portfolio insurance strategies during the
market crisis. These limitations are price gaps, futures and stock prices
not tracking each other. and the need for numerous transactions. Price
gaps and tracking problems do not allow transactions at the predetermined prices, either because they do not exist (gap) or because it is
unclear if prices are accurate (tracking failure).
Two users of portfolio insurance told us they did not strictly implement
their strategies during the decline. One of these participants said that
the fll1Tl did not hedge to the extent the strategy indicated on October
19, because the cost associated with the number of transactions to makl
the required hedge 8.(ijustments was prohibitive. The other said his fim
stopped trading on October 19, because futures appeared mispriced rel~
tive to stocks, but it was not clear which pricing was correct.
One market participant suggested that some clients may not have undel
stood the risk of implementing the strategy. That is, in a fast-moving
market. trades might not be executable at prices close to those of previous transactions. Other market participants said that the tenn "insurance" is misleading because the strategy has a speculative element
lacking in other kinds of insurance.
and AMEX officials pointed out that index arbitrage and portfolio
insurance have little direct effect on their markets. They said these
strategies typically involve Si:P 500 stocks which are listed primarily or
the N'k'SE, and futures contracts derived from these indexes which trade
at the OlE. HO"'ever, they also pointed out the price movements on the
!'rISE are generally reflected in their markets.
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Institutional Investors
Faced
Uncharacteristic
Uncertainty

Institutional investors told us that they faced an unprecedented degrl
of uncertainty on October 19 and 20 which affected their ability to re
to market events quickly and knowledgeably.
One institutional investor told us that he could not determine the pric
stocks were ~lelling at, and this was disorienting. He said that the thre
of a market shutdown may have intensified the impulse to sell stock.
Investors were afraid they would not have enough time to execute thl
orders. He added that some reassurance from authorities that the rna
ket would remain open would have been helpful.
Another institutional investor said that lack of quality and timely inf
mation drove many large institutional investors out of the market, as
buyers or sellers, during the heat of the panic. He also said that the
rumors of closure of the N'lSE on October 20 probably contributed to t:
panic. Investors did not know when they might be able to sell again a
rushed to complete trades. Based on his firm's experience. he said it \
obvious that the trading system was not working well. The firm had 1
orders delayed or lost.
Representatives of another institution said the most significant regul.
tory action for them occurred when the S'lSE asked members not to m
the IXJl'Syst.em for program trading, on October 20. They believed the
this action was inappropriate because it changed market rules withOl
any forewarning. By doing so, it caused uncertainty and lack of confi
dence in the market.
Representatives of another firm said that the firm reduced its equity
trading substantially on October 19 C!1'\d 20 because of the obvious ga
and inconsistencies in the market. They thought that any fund manal
who entered the market under these conditions were derelict in their
duties. They added that overall, the market was so fast, volatile, and
unpredictable, that one did not actually know what prit'eS m~or stoc
were trading at. Making transactions in this environment would be
potentially disastrous.
One institutional fund manager argued that quick decisionmaking an
implementation were the keys to successful hedging. For example, pc:
folio insurance worked beautifully for some finns and failed for othe
because a strategy is only useful if it can be readily implemented. On
firm was reportedly successful because of its superior ability to recal
late its position very quickly. It was able to alter its hedge position aJ
protect itself. Conversely, another portfolio insurer reportedly inCUr!
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heavy losses because its calculations and executions were not as quick
and timely.
One fund manager said that market momentum was built up by the largE
number of opening seD orders and the markets' inability to handle them.
As investors saw that orders were not being handled, they moved to sell
before they were frozen out of the market completely. He added that the
price and volume reporting systems broke down or were significantly
behind during a good part of the day-making information available to
the traders less than desirable.
One broker/dealer said that massive margin calls materialized relative
to customers-perhaps 20 to 30 times greater than normal. Many customers liquidated their mutual fund positiOns to meet margin calls. Yet
another broker/dealer stated that it lost money due to its decision to
give customers the prices on their sell orders that prevailed at the time
the orders were placed, even though the firm often received much lower
prices on the trades by the time they were fmally executed.

Observations

In chapter 3, we described the evolution of linkages between the cash

and futures markets as well as the trading strategies that have contributed to a forging of those linkages. The events of October 14 through 20
validate the existence of the linkages and their importance. The precise
effect index arbitrage, portfolio insurance, and other linked trading
strategies had on the 508 point decline on Monday, October 19 may be
debated. It does seem clear, however, that the relationship between
futures prices and cash market prices, which was affected at various
times on October 19 and on other days of the period by these trading
strategies and by market disruptions, had some effect on investors' perceptions of events.
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Chapter 6

Individual Investor Complaints About the
Market Crash
A number of U.S. investors will remember the October 1987 market
decline in terms of substantial losses of personal wealth. These inves·
were not just speculators, traders, and arbitragers, but individuals w
limited savings.
These investors have complained to NASAA, the federal regulatory or~
nizations and the various SROs. The most frequent investor complaint
centered on problems with trade execution and margin calls.

Investors Complained
to NASAA's Hotline

According to ~ASA..", there are nearly 60 million investors in this coun
One in every five Americans either owns stock or shares in a stock
mutual fund. Forty percent of these investors earn less than $25,000
year.
On November 9,1987, SASAA started a hotline to advise investors wh
may have been improperly treated or had their accounts mismanage(
their brokers. SASAA officials reported to Congress in December 1987
that as of December 4,1987, the hotline had received approximately
6,700 investors' calls of which 2,562 cited specific complaints. SASAA
also reported that investors who made these complaints suffered pre
jected total losses of about $457 million during the October market
decline, or an average of more than $172,000 per caller. The losses fc
these invest.ors ranged from $62.00 to $5 million. Many callers repoI"1
they owed substantial amounts which they could not repay.
Hotline operators reported numerous cases of investors who lost enti
savings destined for down payments on homes, retirement funds. anI
funds for their children's education. For example, SASAA reported the
one woman, whose entire $250,000 retirement savings vanished, saic
her broker advised her that she could not lose by following his invesl
ment strategy. Another woman reported that she lost $30,000 when
broker placed her in an options strategy without first seeking her
approval. A railroad engineer not only lost the $150,000 he had
invested, but alc;o owed his broker an additional 5300,000 because hE
was not given adequate opportunity to satisfy the margin calIon his
index option account.
The most frequent complaint received by r>;A.'\.oU appeared to be the d
culty in trade execution. This includes failure to or delays in executil
orders and executing orders at different prices than quoted. Accordi·
to s.o\SAA, 752 of 2,563 specific complaints, or 29 percent, concerned
investors' problems with the trade execution.
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Another frequent complaint made by investors to SASAA pertained to
margin calls. These complaints included investors who had cash or othe
securities to meet the margin calls but who were not contacted to satisf:
the margin account requirements, or when contacted, were given an
unreasonably sholt period of time to satisfy the call. About 14 percent
of the complaints received at SA..'lAA were margin call complaints. I

Investors Complained
to Federal Regulators

The SEC has also compiled statistics on complaints it received relating tc
the market collapse. Their statistics indicate that between October 14,
1987, and November 30,1987, they received approximately 9,000 telephone complaints from investors. The number of complaints in October
and the first part of November was more than double the usual volume
of telephone complaint.4i SEX: receives.
As of December 4, 1987, SEC also received 648 written complaints relating specifically to the market decline. About 49 percent of these writter
complaints involved trade executions and 17 percent related to margin
problems.
The number of complaints received by the CITe was minimal in the
weeks following the decline. A CFTC official told us that as of December
10,1987, the CF1'C had only received two complaints relating to the mar
ket decline, but it had received a number of requests for complaint filin
information.

Investors Complained
toSROs

The SROS have also re<..'eived complaints arising out of the market
decline. According to data the SROS submitted to the SEX:, a number of
complaints were filed by investors relating to problems which occurred
between October 14, and October 30, 1987. Table 6.1 shows the breakdown of the complaints by type and the market on which the stock in
question was traded.

--------------------------------------------------A... result
it has
I
a
of SASAA'!I analysis of ita 2.562 spec:it\c hotIine complaints.
recommended that
Congr-ess mandate Specific refonns to protect individual investors and the integnty of the finanCial
marketS 'l"heMo nocornmt'lldations inclliM enforcement of suitabtbty requirements. raising mlll1PJl
requiremt>nts for futures and optiOIl:!l. and increaSlng dillclo8ure requirements to inyestor!!.
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The most frec~uent complaint to SRQS involved trade execution difficult
such as non-execution of an order, execution at a price different than
the one quoted, or problems specifically associated with market make:
or specialists' performance. Trade execution complaints accounted for
63 percent of the total complaints reported to have been received by t
exchanges.

Observations

The number of complaints from investors is understandable given the
sharp decline in the market and the chaos that existed. Each of the co
plaints received must be evaluated and resolved on the basis of its ow
merits by the SROS and federal regulatory agencies. It is too early to e\
uate or characterize the significance of the complaints. We plan to
review their handling by regulators as well as address such issues as
investor suitability and risk disclosure practices in the future.
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Chapter 7

The Role and Perfonnance of Marketmaking
and Trading Systems
.
Marketmaking and tradi.ng systems were strained during the market crisis. QuestiOns about the capacity, capital, and performance of the systems have been raised which require further study. Specialists on both
the S'lSE and A..\tEX fac:.-ed large order imbalances at the openings and
throughout October 19 and 20 which resulted in numerous opening
delays and trading halts. Buying stocks in a failing market raised specialists' stoc.k inventories and lowered their capital. Market makers on
the SASD.\Q market faced la.rge numbers of questionable price quotations,
were swamped with phone calls they could not or possibly would not
answer, and in some cases withdrew from the market.
Futures and options exchanges were marked by uncertainty and confusion due to the delayed openings and trading halts in the underlying
stocks. High volume and rapid price declines placed considerable stress
on floor participants who normally supply market liquidity. At CME,
some floor traders withdrew from the markets while others were forced
to sell their seats to cover market losses. At CBOE, problems with option
priCing substantially delayed the opening of index option trading on
October 20.
Marketmaking and trading systems vary among the stock. options, and
futures exchanges and in the ore stock market. Trading on stock
exchanges, including N\'SE and A.\fEX, is conducted through specialists.
Specialists, who are assigned stocks by exchanges, are responsible for
maintaining fair and orderly market.4i in individual stocks .."'MEX specialists are also used to make markets in options. CBOE uses a competitive
market maker system. In the SASDAQ ore market, no specialist system
exists. The NASDAQ system consist.4i of competing market maker firms
willing to buy or sell ore stock for their own portfolios or act as agents
between customers and other market makers. Trading in the futures
markets is conducted by floor traders who establish prices through open
outcry.
In addition to these participants, some broker/dealers. generally
referred to as upstairs market. makers. have become increasingly important sources of marketmaking capacity. These broker/dealers arrange
large volume trades, called block-trades, on the exchange floor in communication with floor brokers and specialists. These trades are then
transmitted to the exchange floor for execution.

. --- .-_. -

------------~-:-.:---=-=---:--==~::--=-==-==--.--ali t
Specialists are exchange members whose primary obligation is to mainpeel
tain fair and orderly markets in the trading of stocks assigned to them

The S

.

S
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by the exchan~:e. A specialist unit consists of one or more specialist
firms with which individual specialists are associated. As of ~ovember
1987, there were 55 specialist units at the SlSE. A SlSE official said that
420 of the 1366 exchange members are specialists. The official added
that an individual can become a specialist at the N)sE by (1) purchasing
or leasing a seat at the exchange, thereby becoming a member; (2) by
passing a ~ specialist examination; and (3) by functioning for a
period of time under the tutorage of an experienced specialist.
Specialists can be involved in trades as brokers for others or as dealers
for their own accounts. As brokers, specialists match orders, including
market and limit ordersl received from floor brokers or through the
automated routing systems. As dealers, specialists execute trades for
their own accounts when only one party to a trade at a particular price
can be found.
Rule 104 of thle ro.'lSE'S Constitution and Rules says that the function of :
specialist includes
..... the maintenance, in so far as reasonably practicable. of a fair and orderly market on the Exchange in the stocks in which he is so acting."

Rule 104 further indicates that
"The maintenance of a fair and orderly market implies the maintenance of prict'
continuity with :~ea.'IOnable depth, and the minimizing of the effects of temporary
disparity between supply and demand."

At the AMEX, Uule 170 of its Constitution and Rules contains similar
requirements for its specialists.
If an imbalanc:e materializes when there are no offers on one side of thE
market or when the spread between the bid and offer quotes is substan
tial, specialists may either adjust the price gradually by trading for the
accounts (hoping that others will enter the market to suppon the new
price) or by instituting an opening delay or a trading halt. Specialists
need the approval of a floor official or governor before instituting a
delay or halt and before establishing the new opening price.

-----------------------_...- - - - I

A market ordtr is an order to txe<:ute a trar\!l8Ction at tht prevaihng market pm'e. A hllilt order
at what pnao the customer wants the transaction to OCI.'Ur.

SpeclrleS
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A N1SE manual says that both opening delays and trading halts must be
for a minimum of 16 minutes. A specialist told us t.hat the purpose of
delays and halts is to allow potential buyers and sellers to have equal
access to infonnation about an imbalance. In both opening delays and
trading halts, called due to order imbalances, the specialist shows the
market a range of JXlSSible prices at which the stock may begin trading.
The initial range of prices is called the flrst indication. In some cases a
second, third, or fourth indication of prices at which trading may
resume are displayed. The ~"'lSE manual indicates that, in unusual situations, it is desirable to delay openings or reopening.<; for as long as it is
considered necessary. The manual also says that all stocks should open
for trading as dose to the market's opening bell as possible.
Specialists told us that, although their function is to maintain a fair and
orderly market, their responsibility is to alleviate temporary market
imbalances--·not to prevent signiflcant changes in market perceptions
from being reflected in stock prices. Therefore, the question becomes
how smooth a transition from one price to another the specialist should
be expected to provide in rapidly rising or declining markets. All six of
the specialists we spoke to said they do not see themselves as the buyen
of last resort in markets such as that of October 19. This view was generally supported by broker/dealers we spoke with.

In today's investment envirorunent, other sources of market liquidity
are also important. This additional liquidity includes upstairs rnarketmaking by set.'Urities finns, as well as corporate buy-backs. The l'O'lSE
Fact Book 1987 reports that with the continued expansion of block posi·
tioning, off-floor members' 1986 transactions exceeded specialists' dealings for the tenth consecutive year. Off-floor members' volume rose to a
record 11.7 billion shares, accounting for 16.3 percent of all reported
purchases and sales. In 1986 specialists, as part of their role in maintaining fair and orderly markets, bought and sold a record 8.3 billion
shares, up 42 percent from 1985.

Specialists Faced Massive
Trading Imbalances

At 1Io"ISE, specialists faced large order imbalances throughout the day on
both October 19 and 20. At the opening on Cktober 19, specialists faced
large imbalances on the sell side, while on October 20, specialists generally faced large buy order imbalances. These imbalances resulted in
opening delays and trading halts in numerous stocks during these 2
days. In total, of the 2,257 ~E-listed stocks. there were 195 trading
delays and halts on October 19 and 280 trading delays and halts on
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October 20 at the NlSE. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 provide statistics relating to
these opening delays and trading halts.
Table 7.1: IWIIatIca on N'tII October 1.
Av.Nge LangIll of

Avere
P.-centa
eMIl

____________T.:.;,...-==:.:.~......
~m.:.;up::!::.::tIoI=.:_n· _._. _ _ . _ _ ~line
NYSE Stocks in

~,P

500"

NYSE Stoc:ks not h, S&P 500'

51 minutes
81 minutes

13
13

"Inc1ude1 both operung delays and trading halt •.
bRefflt's 10 ablolute pflt'C8fltage change
"Refers ::>n~f 10 stock trading whict1 was delayed Ot /\aIled 8/'10 fOt whICh we /\a0 complete tme or pm
InformlllOll relating to the tr8ding InlttrruotiOn

Tilble 7.2: "dab on NYIE October 20
()peMIg DeI8ye Md T..........

AVWI
Percentl
ChaJI
In PrIc
NYSE Stocks in S&P 500"
NYSE Stocks not In S&P 5O()C

78 minutes
111 minutes

11
11

~:---:---:---------.----.--

"Includes both opening delays and trading hIIIl.
~Iers to absolute ,ercenlage change

cRllf8l's only 10 sloelc lraolflg whICh was delayed or I'laItea and tor ....hlCh ....e /\ad completa time or
informatIOn lelaMg to lhe trading InterruphOO

pt,.

The specialist'S we spoke to believed that they were being unfairly crit
cized by some market participants for using opening delays and tradin

halts. These specialists believed that in circumstances where huge ord
imbalances are present, these actions, although not necessarily desirable, are essential to ensure a fair market. By calling for an opening
delay or trading halt, the specialist allows investors time to become
aware of a ms~ket imbalance.
Two specialis1:.s also expressed the opinion that, during the market crn
upstairs marll:etmaldng activity evaporated, straining the capacity of
the specialists to make orderly markets. However, corporate buy-back
eased some of the pressure on specialists during the crisis by counteril
sell order imbalances.
A !II"lSE official told us that the N\SE Market Surveillance Department i5
reviewing specialists' performance during the crisis relating to, amon~

other things, opening delays, trading halts, and opening prices. We
intend to review their results when they are provided to us.

Specialist Capital

The NlSE requires that specialists have minimum capital of the greater
of S 100,000 or a percentage of the value of shares of the stock assigned
to them. A N1SE official said that the NlSE capital requirements for specialists were last changed in 1977. The official also said that the S"5E
reduced the minimum capital requirements for specialists in 1911 from
S500,OOO to S 100,000 at the request of SEC. However, N"lSE officials indicated that the percentage of the value of shares standard usually
applies.
N1SE officials

said that while there are no restrictions on specialists
purchasing stock index futures, there are limitations on the extent to
which specialists can trade individual stock options that relate to the
stocks they are assigned. Only a few specialists trade individual stock
options relating to their assigned stocks since the sa::, according to !\~E
officials, urged placing certain restrictions on such trading.
The six specialists we spoke to said their capital during the market crisi
was suffident to perfonn their role of maintaining fair and orderly mar
kets. They said that even with additional capital, their actions during
the crisis would not have been significantly different. They added that,
given the market trend on late Monday, October 19, and mid-morning,
October 20, it would have been suicidal to continue to buy when the
entire market wanted to sell. For example, one specialist indicated that
on Tuesday, just prior to calling a halt in trading, he was facing, just in
the crowd of floor brokers (excluding orders received via the nor system), orders to sell at least 500,000 shares of one stock, without any bu:
orders. Also, one SEC official said it is not reasonable to expect specialists to engage in "kamikaze" trading strategies.
Although the specialist.~ we spoke to primarily limited their discussion
to their own operations, two of the specialists indicated that a few S\'SE
specialist fums may need additional infusions of capital. In fact, two
fums have been acquired by broker/dealers because they experienced
fmandal difficulties during the crisis. In addition, one specialist indicated that although he does not believe additional capital would have
stopped the market decline, he would not be opposed to increasing capital if requested to do so by the S'lSE.
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Officials of 6 of the nation's 15 largest securities finns (in terms of cal
tal as of January 1, 1987) commented on the specialist capital issue 8J
offered these' opinions. Three said the level of specialist capital may 0
does need to be raised. One of these officials said that there had been ,
recognition for some time that the depth of capital was missing on the
floor, particularly during the bull market, as the specialists' exposure
rose with the' market in terms of increased trading volume and
volatility ,
Officials of two securities firms said that specialist capital may not ne
to be raised. 'These officials stated that more specialist capital would I
have significantly improved matters during the market crisis. One sal
study needs to be performed to detennine how to improve liquidity in
the market.

NASD Markets

Unlike the listed markets, the NASDAQ on::: market is t'Omprised of competing market makers rather than specialists. :Market makers are SASI
member fmns that are linked to each other through a system of computers and pInones; there is no exchange floor. NASI) requires at least t
active market makers for a security to be listed, while the average is

approximately eight market makers per issue. Market makers can act
both a principal, where they buy or sell stock from their own account
for their customers, or as an agent, where they execute customer ordt
through other market makers or brokers in those stocks which are no
their account, or in which they prefer not to trade at a given time. Ma
ket makers are required by NASO by-laws to execute orders for a stan(
ard unit of stock at their quoted price. Although the standard unit is ,
shares, market makers generally deal in transactions much larger tha
this.
Market makers may 'withdraw from making a market in a given stock
any time. However, if a market maker withdraws on an unexcused
basis,2 it may not reenter the market in that stock for 2 days as a pen·
alty for withdrawing.
The "ASD has a Small Order Execution System (SOES) which enables al
matic execution of customer trades of 1,000 shares or less at the best
price in the system. SO~ is a voluntary system, operational since Decc
ber 1984, which accounts for approximately 1.3 percent of the ~_'\SDAI
share volume, but up to 15 percent of the trades in the SASDAQ marke'
2F.xcuM'CI withdrawal!! are outlined in 1M NASI> by-llIws.

Because of the different trading structure and mechanisms in the NASD.\C
market, and because few NASIl.\Q securities are components of the SAP
100 or SAP 500 indexes and, therefore, are not directly affected by
intermarket trading strategies, the problems associated with the market
crash were unlike those of the exchanges. Nevertheless, the problems
were substantial. The NASDo\Q markets faced: extraordinarily busy tele-phone communications Unesj large numbers of questionable price quotations and the concomitant effects caused by this in the NASt\\Q system;
market maker withdrawal from the SOlS system; market maker withdrawal from making markets; and lack of depth and timeliness of trade
execution.
The NASD issued proposed rule amendments to its members in midNovember 1987 that are designed to correct problems in their trading
system highlighted during the market crash. The NASD Board of Governors approved the proposed rule amendments in mid-January 1988.
Also, NASD, in early January, introduced a new order system designed to
reduce dependence on telephones.

Telephone
Communications Lines
Were Overloaded

Market makers generally said their phones were "ringing off the hook"
on October 19 and that, given the staff on hand, it was impossible to
answer all the incoming calls. One said his phones were lit up "like
Christmas trees" all day long. Market makers said they would go out of
business if they had to staff their offices to regularly handle the vOlumE
of business on October 19. However, one market maker told us his phon
lines were quiet in the afternoon of October 19.
Accusations have been leveled at market markers for not answering
their phones. It Is difficult, if not impossible, to detennine if market
makers were deliberately ignoring their phones to avoid making trades.
However, it is difficult to detennine whether markets were purposely
not being made or if the volume of calls simply overwhelmed the finns.
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Locked and Crossed
Markets Created
Uncertainty About Prices
and Caused SOES to Be
Inoperative in Those
Markets

Market markers earn profits from selling stock out of their inventories
at prices that are higher than they pay when they buy stock for their
inventories. Thus, dealers' bid prices should be lower than their asking
prices. A locked market occurs when the best bid and ask prices3 for a
stock. referred to as the inside quote, are identical. A crossed market i!
where the best bid price is greater than the best ask price, i.e. the price
are inverted. Market makers told us that the impact of locked or crOSSE
markets is severe because it shuts down the socs system in those stock
and makes accurate price quotes difficult, if not impossible, to determine. Some market makers we spoke to indicated that locked or crosse
markets are similar to a trading halt. However, trading continues wher
markets are locked or crossed, but not at the inside quote.
When markets are locked or crossed, so&'; by its design becomes inoper
tive in those issues. The SO~ design is based on the premise that locke<
or crossed markets represent inaccurate price quotes, and shutting SOE
down allows market makers time to ac:ijust their quotes without the
fmancial penalty of accepting trades at a bad quote. Although this sys·
tern accounts for about 1.3 percent of NASD,\Q share volume, it account~
for between 12 and 15 percent of the number of trades. When the system ceased to function in a given stock, it exacerbated the problem of I
already overwhelmed telephone system. Nevertheless, the volume of
shares traded through son; set a record on October 19.
If market malcers want to execute a trade which will lock or cross a
market, it is their obligation to try to contact the market maker whose
quote will be locked or crossed to offer them the trade. Market makers
had to use the phones to attempt this and could not always get througl
Some told us they were forced to lock or cross a market to execute

trades because they were unable to contact other market makers to
either initiate a trade at the price or have the market maker adjust thE
quote. Table "1.3 summarizes the number of intraday locked or crossed
markets of varying time duration experienced in the NASJl.6.Q system
from October 19 to 30.

3TIle bid pnce reprl!'!lenlS the price at wroeh a market mal<er IS Will1ng to purchase !M.'<.untle5 for tl
account. The ask price is the 9l'Ihng pnce.
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Because of the numbers of locked or crossed markets, two effects on the
NASD.\Q system surfaced. First, phone lines, which were already jammed
with calls, had more calls coming into and going to market makers to tl1
to have price quotes updated. Second, SOfli became inoperative in those
stocks with locked or crossed markets, and forced all trading to be done
by telephone, jamming the phone lines even further.

Some Market Makers
Withdrew From SOES

One market maker who withdrew from SOfll on October 19 told us that,
before the market opened. he decided to wtthdraw because he faced
enormous exposure by continuing to participate and because SO~ is voluntary_ Of the top 50 market makers in the NASDAQ system, 46 had been
SO~ participants on October 16. Four indicated no trades on the SO~
system on October 19, 18 showed no trades in 80m on October 20, and II
reported no trades on October 21.

Some Market Makers
Withdrew From Making
Markets

During the week of October 19, several market makers withdrew from
making markets in individual stocks. One market maker told us he had
to withdraw from markets in several hundred stocks over the course of
October 19 and 20. From September 30 to October 30, the total number
of market maker positions of the top 50 NASn'\Q market makers declined
from 26,582 to 23.281, or 12.4 percent. In other words, the top 50 market makers, on average, made markets in 532 stocks on the fonner date
and 466 stocks on the latter date. Also, on October 19, the top 50 stocks
in the ~ASDAQ system each had an average of approximately 28 market
makers- By the end of the week, the number of market markers had
declined to approximately 26 in each of the top 50 stocks-
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Trade Execution Depth
and Timeliness Was
Diminished

The m~r problem experienced by market makers with trade executio:
was in their agent rather than principal role. In its role as a principal, I:
market maker executes orders to buy or sell from iLc; own account. In
these types of trades. market makers told us there was little problem iI
trade execution once the order got to the trading room.
In the role of an agent, the market maker does not make a market in th
stock and must contact another market maker or broker to execute a
transaction. A market maker is obligated by rule to execute orders for
only 100 shares of stock at the quoted price. In normal times, a market
maker will execute orders much larger than that. However, on October
19, some marl<et makers told us that in many instances they were trad·
ing small orders or partS of large orders. The order breakups added to
the telecommunications overload as market makers had to make sever:
calls to multil)le market makers to execute a transaction of 1,000 sharE
which, on a n.)nnal day, would be done in one transaction.

NASD Has Proposed Rule
Changes Based on the
Market Crash

On November 20, the NASD issued proposed rule amendments designed

correct problems of the l'iASIltiQ system exposed during the crash. NASD,
during the week of January 11, 1988, approved the following rule
amendments which will be submitted to the SEX::. The proposed rule
amendments would, among others things;
• prohibit a finn that withdraws on an unexcused basis as a NASDAQ mar
ket maker in a security from ~ntering NASDAQ as a market maker in
that security for 20 days;
• limit the acceptable reasons for an excused withdrawal from !\ASDAQ;
• make SOil) pa:rt:icipation mandatory for all market makers in NASDAQ
National Mar::ret System (NASMQjJoj"MS) securities;
• enable the SA.9D to establish different levels of maximum order size lim
its (e.g., 1,000, 500, and 200 shares) for sam orders, depending on the
characteristics of different securities; and
• provide that so~ executions will continue in a !liAS~Q/NMS when quotE
are locked or crossed, with executions occurring at the best price.
In addition t<l the proposed amendments, SASD introduced service in m
January 1988 on the Order Confirmation Transaction System (OCT). TI
system allows market makers to communicate with one another witho
needing a telephone. It also allows brokers to send customer orders to
market makers alerting to a buy or seU order. The receiver has 2 minutes to accept or reject the order. This system also creates a record of
accepted and rejected orders.
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Stock Index Futures

Markets

Confusion and Uncertainty
Existed

who deal exclusively for their own &CCOWlts but who have no obligation
to make markets or stabilize prices. They are responsible for following
all exchange regulations and procedures. Additional liquidity is provided by floor brokers who can either trade for themselves or fill order'!
for customers.
Although some C~E floor participants told us that the CME S&P 500 pit
functioned "\\'ell, they also said that confusion and uncertainty were
caused by the price discrepancies between the futures and stock markets, delayed openings and trading halts on the !'nSE, as well as the OlE':
trading halt on October 20. Concerns were amplified when a major clear
ing fmn stopped clearing for floor traders during the crisis, and when
traders began leaving the pit or selling their seats.
Also, some CME clearing fmns restricted access to the pit to certain brokers or traders they qualified, an action presumably prompted by the
sharply increased. associated risks the flltnS faced as a result of potentiallosses arising from members' trading or brokers' order execution
errors. In these cases, floor traders renegotiated their affiliations with
other finns and thereby regained access to the pit.

officials stated that the difference (the basis) between its Major
Market Index (MMI) futures contract and the cash market was unusuall~
large on October 19 and 20 due to a combination of market volatility,
trading halts, and price reporting delays.

CBT

officials told us that they were informed that a number of floor bro
kers told firms that they would not accept, stop, or limit (contingent)
orders. They said that price volatility was so great during the week thaI
some brokers thought they might not be able to act quickly enough to fi
customer orders before the price exceeded (or fell below) the desired
execution price. If this occurred, the floor broker might have been held
accoWltable for customer losses resulting from noncompliance with thei
requests.

Prices Were Too Volatile
for Traders to Accept
Limit Orders

(ME

Liquidity Was Reduced

CME officials said that some less capitalized floor traders stayed away
from the s.tP 500 pit to avoid the risk of out-trades· and unexpected
~ tnIdes Which, wben submitted
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price changes. A CME analysis of s.iP 500 liquidity on October 19 and 2C
however, showed that while the SAP 500 futures market had significantly larger than normal bid/ask spreads, sufficient liquidity existed 1
conduct trades. A senior CBT official told use that although some floor
traders left the 01 pit during the crisis, they were replaced by others,
including mon! highly capitalized floor traders.

Margin Calls Were
Significant

According to offIcials at CME'S clearinghouse, several intraday settlement variation margin calls were made throughout the week of Octobe
19. All such calls were satisfied by CME clearinghouse members. The CB
clearinghouse also made special variation margin calls throughout the
time period, and all CBT clearing firms, we were told, were able to meet
each margin call during the week.

Financial Impact on CME
Firms and Floor Traders
Varied

According to CME officials, the fmancial impact of the October decline
varied from trader to trader. No CME clearing members defaulted, but
some members had to sell their seats to raise capital. Almost twice as
many OlE seats were sold in October than in any other month in 1987.
CBT officials told us that because of the low activity in MMI futures, the
fmandal impact of the market plunge on CBT market participants was

minimal. Although some traders experienced losses from MMI trading,
these losses were not large enough to raise default concerns.

officials said that no evidence existed of any problems with the
operation of l."ME'S price reporting system, or matching, clearing, and !M
tlement systems. Neither cu's clearinghouse department nor CBT'S
clearing corporation reached capacity limits or experienced operationfi
problems. CB'r officials said that as far as the MMI was concerned, the Ie
trading volume helped minimize operational problems that could have
occurred durmg the steep price decline. CBT officials said the exchange
had had no problems with computer support systems.

Order Handling and Trade
Reporting

(;ME

Trading Abuses

OlE officials

told us that the exchange is continuing its investigations c
trading related to the market crisis and they had identified some possi
ble instances of individual trading abuses. CBT officials said they have
found no evidence of abusive practices.

Pace"

Price Manipulation

According to CME officials, the exchange has found no evidence of
attempts to manipulate prices. CBT'S market surveillance staff told us
they found no evidence that the MMJ was manipulated.

Speculative Limits

Under the Commodity Exchange Act, either the CFTC or the exchanges
with CF'TC approval, may set speculative position limits for commodity
futures and options on futures. These limits specify the maximum position, either long or short, that one person may hold or control in one
commodity future or in all futures of one commodity combined. In CME
S&P 500 stock index contracts, the maximum combined limit position
long or short a speculator can hold in futures and options on futures
combined is 5,000 contracts. According to a CME official, no speculative
limit violations existed in either futures or options on futures in the
C)fE'S sap 500 stock index contracts during the week of October 19.
CFTC regulations pennit exchanges to grant exemptions to speculative
limits in futures and options for bona fide hedgers. The CME'S market
surveillance department grants and monitors hedge exemptions. Applicants for exemptions in financial futures contracts request a maximum
number of contracts for each commodity under each type of exemption.
Financial hedgers are allowed under CME rules to exceed their approved
limits and retroactively apply for hedge approval

As the market declined on October 16 and 19, several hedgers exceeded
their hedge limits, according to a CME official. The market surveillance
staff discussed requested hedge increases with the CME's largest hedgers
These discussions continued throughout the ne>..-t 4 days. On October 22,
the CME executive committee officially suspended the rule allowing
fmancial hedgers to exceed speculative or existing hedge limits and ther.
to subsequently justify it.

Stock Index Options
Markets -Chicago

Board Options
Exchange

CBOE market makers are obligated to conduct transactions which are rea
sonably calculated to contribute to the maintenance of a fair or orderly
market. A market maker has a continuous obligation to engage in trading, to a reasonable degree, when there is a temporary disparity betWet'l
the supply of and demand for a panicular optiOns contract. Registered
market makers are designated as specialists on the exchange for all pur·
poses under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

Fear and Confusion Were
Widespread

If market mal<:ers are able to hedge their positions by trading in securi'
ties and futures markets, they can offer better prices to options custOIl
ers. If they cannot access the other markets, more risk is incorporated
the options prices. Market makers are unable to make quotes on optior
series based on the movement of the underlying stocks if they cannot
determine the prices of the underlying stocks.
According to CBOE officials, market makers were able to make markets
throughout the crisis, although not without difficulty. Confusion and
fear were creBIte<i by uncertainty over whether the N'cSE would close, b
quote delays, .and by inaccurate quotes. Because of the confusion, mar
ket makers quoted wider spreads and did not take large positions.
According to GBOE officials, CBOE market makers had few operational
problems sustain.ing options trading on October 19. However. on Octot
20, the quality of stock price infonnation deteriorated, and market rna
ers also found it more difficult to manage risk through trading in othe.
markets. CBOE officials and market makers told us they could not tell
which stocks 'were closed because the N1SE did not display the stop tra
ing indicator on the quote wire for many of the stocks that were not
trading. Instead, either no quotes were shown or inexecutable quotes
were displayed. They further said that efforts to confirm with the S\S
stock watch desk whether a stock was trading were often unsuccessfu
When the CBOI~ determined that a stock had stopped trading, it halted
trading in the individual option for that stock.
According to GBOE officials, on October 20, the trading day in OE.,,{ opti(
was almost e.ntirely conswned by two lengthy trading rotations. TherE
are numerous option series listed for trading on each underlying seCUl
ity or index vlllue--each with a different exercise price or expiration
date. During a trading rotation, trading may occur only in one options
series at a time. Rotations are employed in opening and reopening trae
ing so that all orders present at the trading post in a given series can
interact and a single opening price for each series can be arrived at. 0
normal day, it would take approximately 20 to 30 minutes to completl
trading rotation in all of the OEX options series. On October 20, the opi
ing trading rm:ation took from 9:30 a.m. to 11:64 a.m.-almost 2 1f,z
hours. According to CBOE officials there were two primary reasons. Fi.
as a result of the 508 point decline on October 19, an additional 112
options series at lower exercise prices had been added so that the tot~
number of option series in the rotation increased from 160 to 272. Sec
ond, due to among other things the extreme volatility in index values
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and the uncertain state of the S~E, it was difficult for options market
makers to price the OEX options.
According to COOt officials, at 11:54 a.m., at the close of the opening
rotation, CHOE determined not to begin open trading in the OEX. Instead,
CBOE halted all OEX trading. Information as to the status of the various
stocks eomprising the S&.P 100 index was fragmentary and uncertain at
the time; however, COOE believed that stocks representing more than 20
percent of the index value had in fact ceased to trade and that a trading
halt was required under CBOE rules.
At 11 :30 a.m., CBOE officials stated they received information from the
that the N'lSE was about to close. The CBOE officials relayed this information to the trading floor; however, the closing never occurred.

SEC

According to CHOE officials, at 1:22 p.m., it began to reopen trading in the
The reopening rotation took approximately 2 hours, from 1:22 p.m.
to 3:23 p.m. Market conditions during the reopening rotation were markedly different from what they had been at the close of the rotation that
morning. When customers and firms who bought put options during the
morning at prices which they believed to have been excessive sold those
options in the afternoon, they realized significant losses.

OEX.

According to CBOE officials, CBOE'S Retail Automated Execution System
(RA,Fl;), which provides automatic execution of small orders of low priced

options, did not experience operational problems. However, RA~ did not
provide automatic execution of OE}{ put option orders during the crisis.
Due to the rapid stock market decline puts became very expensive. RAES
was not intended to handle high priced options because they are too
risky for market makers to automatically take the other side of customer orders. Therefore, for the first part of the week of October 19, no
OEX put options were listed on RA~.
On October 20, vendor price dissemination systems could not handle the
unusually large number of options series added to reflect current stock
prices. Therefore, retail customers did not have all needed market information respe<:ting those series.

Financial Impacts

officials reported that despite significant losses by some market
makers, all CBOE clearing firms continued to meet margin ealls and clear
transactions. Some market participants stated that some market makers,
fearing margin calls would be made that they could not meet, left the

CBOE
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market on October 20. However, there was no widespread exodus from
the trading pits.

Observations

On October 19 and 20, participants in the stock, futures, and options

markets were faced with unusual demands on their capabilities and
there was widl:!Spread confusion and, in some cases, fear. Faced with
huge order imbalances, N15E specialists halted trading or delayed openings in many stocks, making it impossible, at times to detennine transactable prices in many securities. Similar problems occurred in the arc
markets due to locked or crossed markets. In addition arc telephone
lines were jammed with calls from customers as well as market makers
which added tD the uncertainty and fear that already existed in the ral
idly declining l:!quity markets. Futures and options market panicipants
were frequently unable to detennine prices in the underlying markets
because of problems in the N1SE and the uncei"tainty that this caused w
reflected in an increase in price volatility.
The fast-paced events on October 19 and 20 and the fmancial exposurE
that events implied caused some participants to back away from their
markets, fearing they would lose everything. Despite these developments, there were very few failures of firms in either the securities or
futures markets.
The events of these 2 days raise major questions about what steps can
be taken in th4~ future to avoid a repetition of as many of the stressful
circumstances as possible that contributed to the environment of fear
and uncertainty.
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Chapter 8

Perfonnance of Computer Systems

Computer systems play an important role in all of the stock, futures,
and options markets. Market participants told us about problems with
the perfonnance of computer systems in several markets. These problems added to the uncertainty about whether timely trades could be executed, at what price, and whether certain trading strategies could be
used. Our work for this report focuses on the JIo'1SE because (1) it has a
central role in the financial markets, and if its systems do not function
smoothly, other markets are affected; (2) it is heavily dependent on
computerized trading systems; and (3) its officials reported significant
problems with those systems. We plan to examine the other markets'
computer systems as part. of our ongoing work.
N~E eomputerized trading systems automatically route buy and sell
orders from member firms and other exchanges to the appropriate trading posts on the floor of the Exchange for execution, and return confirmations of executed trades to the members and other exchanges.
Although senior Exchange officials say they have no way of knowing
the exact number of orders that come down to the trading floor, on October 19 about 85 percent of the orders for stocks traded, comprising
about 25 percent of the volume of shares traded at the Exchange, were
estimated to be handled by these systems. Automated systems also keep
track of trades and quotations as they occur at the Exchange and on
other exchanges nationwide. This information is displayed visually on
de\oices at the Exchange, and is automatically disseminated to other
exchanges and commercial information dissemination organizations.

During the 'week of October 19, the S"tSE experienced an unprecedented
and unanticipated volume of trades on its automated systems and had
sIgnificant probJems in routing buy and sell orders and trading execution reports to and from the floor of tht> Exchange. Some critical systerru
were capable of handling this unanticipated trading volume, which
allowed the S'lSE to continue to operate; however, other critical systems
encountered significant processing problems, including volumes in
excess of some systems' capacities, systems design limitations which
were exposed by the heavy volume, and hardware and software failures. As a result. some orders were delayed or did not reach the trading
floor for execution. The automated systems problems affected not only
the timely and efficient trading of stock at the Exchange. but also
affected the ability of other financial markets to trade securities and
associated derivative products. According to Exchange officials. several
actions have been taken to try to correct t.hose problem'!. and other
actions are plaJUled to further improve the performance of the
Exchange's automated stock trading support systems.
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Because of the central role played by the Exchange in the nation's fim
cial markets, we believe the problems experienced by the automated
systems at the Exchange raise automation issues requiring continued
attention, S~~ifically, these issues are (1) the extent to which future
trading volumes and related systems tequirements can be accurately
forecasted, (~!) the extent to which the Exchange's current system and
planned upgrades will accommodate future trading volumes, and (3)
whether the SEC should take 8 larger role in assuring that the
Exchange's automated systems are capable of adequately fulfilling thl
demands pl8(~ed upon them.

The N\'SE's
Automated Systems

and Problems With
Them

As shown in :figure 8.1, 12 major computer systems support stock ttac
ing at the Ex(:hange. Several of the systems are divided into as many l
four separatE: banks (A through D). Each bank supports different segments of the trading floor. These systems are configured this way so
that a system failure would be isolated to only a particular segment OJ
the trading floor.

As shown in 'figure 8.1, firms that are members of the Exchange can
place buy and sell orders through about 600 dedicated communicatior
lines. This system, called the Common Message Switch. routes orders ~
one of three systems. Market orders are routed to the DOT System and
limit orders. day limit orders, and good-'til-cancelled orders are route<
to the Limit Order System. Odd lot orders are routed to the AutomatCi
Pricing and Reporting System.
The oor SystE~m and the Limit Order System forward orders to the en
versal Floor Device Controller System which. as shown in figure 8.1,
either prints the orders on card printers located on the trading floor 0
sends them to the Post Support System for display on tenninals on th
floor of the Exchange. These displays are called electronic display
books. Specia.1ists use the printed or displayed orders to execute tradE
The [ntennarket Trading System, used by other exchanges to place
orders on the !\YSE. also sends orders to the Universal Floor Device Co
troller System, which mutes the orders t.o card printers on the t radin~
floor.
The Automated Pricing and Reporting System, which processes odd h
orders. does not forward orders to the floor. Instead, it automatically
executes the orders based upon the prices of trades in round lots. It
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does, however, forward inventory information to the appropriate specialists on the floor, who use this infonnation to manage their positions
in the market.
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Trades executed on the floor are reported via mark sense card readers
through the Universal F100r Device Controller System to the Market
Data System, which through three other systems l disseminates this
trading data back to the member finns, other exchanges, commercial
information dissemination finns, and the ticker tape. The flow of this
information is also shown on f".gure 8.1. Another system, the As-Of-8tatus System, provides infonnation the next morning at the request of
member flnns on the status of outstanding limit orders.
During the first 9 months of 1987, the average daily volume of shares
traded on the Exchange was about 181 million. During that period, the

highest dally volwne was about 302 million. The automated trading SUJ:
port systems were being designed to operate in an environment of 400
million shares per day by the dose of calendar year 1987. On October I!
and 20, 1987, however, the daily volumes were about 600 million. This
was double the daily peak prior to October 1987 and 1-1/2 times the
design capacity of the systems.
Senior Exchange officials estimate that under normal processing conditions, an order is executed on the average within a 2-minute period.
However, the unprecedented trading volume during this period caused
operating problems for 9 of the Exchange's 12 major automated systems. TItese problems caused sporadic delays and partial system OUtagE
on October 16, 1987, and during the week of October 19, 1987. For
example, deliveries of buy or sell orders to the floor of the Exchange
were delayed, at times, for periods ranging from about 10 to 75 minute!
The problems experienced were as follows:
• Part of the DOT System was halted once on October 16, four times on
October 19, and once on October 20. The failures on October 16 and 19
caused portions of the system to stop processing for about 3-4 minutes.
On October 20 a portion of the system stopped processing for about 13
minutes. The problems occurred because the system's internal transaction counters, which control the passing of transactions to other computers, overflowed. As a result, delays were encountered in delivering
market orders to the trading floor and routing associated reports of eXE
cuted trades to member firms and the fmancial community. Infonnatio:
was unavailable on the magnitude of these delays caused by the systen
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• Part of the Limit Order System stopped processing on three occasions,
October 20 be'C8llSe the number of limit orders received exceeded the
system's capability to store additional transactions. As a result, limit
orders were delayed by as much as 20 minutes in reaching the trading
floor and an undetennined number of orders were unexecuted becauSE
they were delivered to the floor after the Exchange closed for the day.
• On October U~, 20, and 21, tbe Automated Pricing and Reporting Syste
encountered delays of up to 2 hours in the execution of odd lot orders
and the associated delivery of odd lot information to specialists. The
delays occurred because the system was unable to handle the large vo:
ume of round lot sales reports, thereby causing delays in the processir
of odd lot orders. As a result, (1) specialists were unable to manage th,
odd lot inventories and (2) about 8,000 orders were unexecuted. Base<
on information provided by the Exchange, these orders involved abou
320,000 shan!S of stock. Corrections were effected on subsequent day!
for those firms requesting adjustments.
• The Univel'58l Floor Device Controller experienced significant delays (
up to 75 mintlttes in printing orders on October 19 and 20. The delays
occurred beclLWie the high volume of orders received caused backlogs
the card print.ers. In an effort to clear the backlogs in the Universal
Floor Device Controller System, the Exchange was forced to intermit·
tently stop the flow of orders from the oar System and the Limit Orde
System for PE~riods up to 10 minutes. While this occurred up to 12 timl
on October UI and to a lesser extent on October 20 and 21, the delays
were not uniform across the trading floor. In addition, an undetermim
software problem on October 19 caused the loss of about 7,000 report:
of executed orders involving an estimated 4.3 million shares of stock.
According to the Exchange, the ~rity of these reports were subsequently recovered and all orders were ultimately resolved.
• The Post Support System exceeded its allotted transaction storage cal
bility on October 20 which caused portions of the system to stop open
ing for sevenLl 2 to 3 minute periods. As a result, during each of these
periods grout:'5 of 15 automated display books could not be used to
deliver orders to the trading floor.
• The S'!SE'S interface to ITS experienced delays in delivering orders to t:
floor of the Exchange on October 19 through 21 because of backups 0
the card print.ers. As a result, many orders could not be executed witt
the 2·minute time limit established and agreed to by the regional
exchange. For example, according to officials at the MWSE, normally
about 80 percent of orders sent through this system are executed wit!
the 2·minute time limit. On October 19, however, only about one-third
its orders were executed within the 2-minute time limit. Because theS4
orders had no way of being executed, on October 19, the S1SE requestt
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other exchanges not to use the system for 7 of the 14 trading posts duro
ing an hour and 15 minute period. On October 21 the ftII"ISE closed the
system entirely to other exchanges for about 2 hours.
• The Consolidated Tape System encountered several failures on October
19 and 20, the longest of which lasted about 5 minutes. The main problem was that the system ~"8S incapable of handling the high volume of
sales data. As a result, the system delayed last sale information to inve:
tors and traders through vendor quotation devices.
• The ticker tape, which displays last sale information from the Market
Data System, was delayed for up to 2 hours on October 19 and 20. To bo
read by the human eye, the ticker tape can display information at a rat
of only 900 characters per minute. The impact of this delay was that th
tape for last sale information was stale and outdated.
• The As-Of-8tatus System, which provides information the next mominJ
on whether a particular limit order has been executed. experienced a
software processing problem on October 19. This system's software wa
not designed to handle the unprecedented volume of status requests in
an orderly fashion. As a result, on October 20, member flrn\S were not
immediately provided with infonnation on the status of their requestec:
limit orders.
The overall effects of the problems encountered by NlSE'S order proce5l
ing systems need to be further analyzed. Some believe that the computt
problems may have exacerbated the situation by contributing to an
inability to maintain orderly markets in the face of overwhelming orde
imbalances. Officials at other exchanges reported that l'o."lSE'S computer
perfonnance problems contributed to an overall inability to conduct no
mal trading, For example, the regional stock exchanges reported that
the Exchange's card printer delays and resulting backups in the passin
of orders through the ITS and the Universal Floor Device Controller SYl::
tern sporadically prohibited the execution of orders on the Exchange's
floor. In addition, officials at the Chicago Board of Options Exchange
reported that its trading was inhibited by the NlSE'S inability to deliver
timely, and accurate information on the status of stocks being traded.
N'JSE officials disagreed and said that they did provide market vendors
with accurate and timely information. An official at a securities finn
reported that the Exchange's delays in executing orders on the afternoon of October 19 prohibited index arbitrage strategies which require
the immediate execution of orders at the Exchange. These problems an
those previously discussed raise questions on the degree to which ~1'SE
computer systems were capable of providing fair and equitable treatment to all market participants during these unprecedented trading
volumes.
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High Volumes During
October 1987 Were

Not Forecasted

Most of the problems experienced by the Exchange's automated stock
trading SUPP[)rt systems on October 16, and during the ?-eek of Octob!
19,1987, were due to the high volume of orders during this period. Of
cials responsible for operating the automated systems at the Exchangl
explained that their computer requirements forecasting model, design
to predict anticipated trading volumes at the Exchange as well as the
associated system requirements, did not forecast the high trading
volumes encountered from October 16 through October 21.
The Exchange's previous modeling efforts resulted in decisions to desi
a system capable of routinely handling a 4OO-million share trading da:
by the close .)f calendar year 1987, a 500-million share trading day by
the close of calendar year 1988, and a 600-million share trading day b
the close of <:a1endar year 1990. A senior Exchange official said that a
of October 1987, some of the Exchange's stock trading systems were
already upgraded to handle a 400-million share day while others werE
the process of being upgraded.

According to the Exchange, the computer requirements modeling effo:
has been based, among other things, on an analysis of historical daily
peak VOlumE! trading patterns. The predominant pattern observed in
prior years was high trading periods immediately after the market
opens and 8l~ainjust before the market closes. However, more recent1:
the Exch~;e has been observing brief intra-day trading peaks, some
which are hiigher than the historical opening and closing peaks. This
phenomenon is placing large strains on the automated order processirl
systems. Although analysis is continuing to modify the Exchange's sy
terns requirE!ments modeling process, Exchange officials told us the
probable cause of the mid-day peaks is the advent of computerized tr~
ing techniques and the marketplace's overall reaction to changes in Ie:
ing indicators in the U.s. economy, such as trade imbalance reports,
interest rate predictions, and joblessness rates.

As a result of this increased volatility in the trading of stocks. the
Exchange believes that it is having much more difficulty estimating
future peak daily trading volumes, and is reevaluating the way in wh
it conducts :its systems modeling exercise. One of the methods to be
employed by the Exchange to cope with these unprecedented trading
volumes is t.o acquire greater amounts of computing resources than 81
caJled for as a result of its modeling efforts to provide for a larger sa!
factor to handle daily trading peaks.
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Actions to Improve
Automated Stock
Trading Support
Systems

Although the Exchange did encounter serious problems with its automated order processing systems, several actions were already underwa~
to improve the automated stock trading systems prior to the events of
October. In addition, since the events of October, the Exchange has
aggressively worked to expedite the introduction of additional compute
resources.
I"or example, prior to October, the Exchange was implementing the following automated order processing system enhancements which, when
completed, are expected to significantly improve the performance of th.
systems:
• By February 1, 1988, the Exchange plans to have increased the size of
its overall trading floor by 7000 square feet and to have added 2 and
1/2 additional trading posts to the Exchange floor. This includes an
increase of about 30 additional card printers and readers, and 55 electronic display books to the trading floor, and a rebalancing of the work
load on each card printer. It is anticipated that this will result in less
stress on the card printers during peak processing periods.
• Throughout the past year the Exchange has been installing additional
electronic display books on the Exchange fioor, thereby further reduciIl
its reliance on card printers to deliver trading orders to the Exchange
floor. As of October 19, the Exchange had installed about 215 display
books, which represented 25 percent of the stocks traded or about 40
percent of the order traffic through the system. By mid-February 1988,
the Exchange plans to have 310 books in operation representing about
75 percent of the trafflc, and by the end of 1988, to have in operation
350 to 360 display books representing 85 to 90 percent of the traffic.
This increased utilization of electronic display books will have a dual
benefit of reducing the reliance on slow card printers, and will also fr~
up the available printers to more efficiently handle stock orders from
regional exchanges through the rrs.
• The Exchange was also in the process of expanding the capacity of its
Limit Order System and moving the function of processing its odd lot
orders from the antiquated Automated Pricing and Reporting System t(
the L1mit Order System. Exchange officials said that the current Automated Pricing and Reporting System was never designed to handle
today's odd lot trading traffic. Prior to October 19, one of the
Exchange's 14 posts was already running its odd lot orders through thE
Umit Order System. By mid-February, the Exchange anticipates odd 10'
transactions will be fully converted to the Limit Order System.
• The Exchange had also been considering various options to more efficiently link the rrs to the Exchange floor so that orders from regional
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exchanges can be delivered more frequently to the trading floor within
the established 2-minute expiration period. Alternatives being contemplated include utilizing a higher speed card printer and redUcing the
overall traffic now going through the card printers.
Efforts undertaken since the problems encountered on October 19, 198
include the following:
• Immediately increasing various systems' ability to store and process
orders by adding additional disk drives and minicomputers. For example, four additional minicomputers have been added to the Universal
Floor Device C,ontroller System and the Post Support System. In addition, disk drives have been added to the Common Message Switch System, the Universal Floor Device Controller System, the Post Support
System, and the DOI'System.
• The Exchang4~ is now engaged in designing and implementing a series (
upgrades to the current system which are intended to provide for the
routine processing of a 600-million share trading day without unduly
stressing any portion of the overall system by the close of calendar yel
1988.
• The Exchange is also reViewing What is being printed out on its card
printers to see if all of the printed material is needed or whether the
information must be printed on the Exchange floor. Plans involve mov
ing administrative infonnation not directly associated with the execution of marke't or limit orders to other centralized printers on the tradi
floor. Exchange officials currently estimate that about 10 percent of tl
information from the card printers is administrative data. If this infor
mation were redistributed to other printers, the potential delays in
printing marl<et and limit orders on the Exchange floor during peak
processing PE!riods would be reduced.
• The Exchange has also established an Operations Advisory CommitteE
which is composed of N"rSE Exchange officials and representatives fror
dealers, brokers, and clearing agencies. The purpose of this CommitteE
to evaluate problems encountered during peak processing periods and
recommend 2LSSOCiated corrective actions that would enhance the entir
process. Areas being considered are the point at which a customer call
a broker to place an order, the brokers' order handling processes, and
the exchangE~' order and clearance handling processes.
We intend to monitor the progress made by the lIo"aSE in implementing

those initiatives instituted prior to and after October 19 and will repol
on the results of these efforts.
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The Role of the SEC

SEC officials told

us that there are several ways the soc becomes aware
of the purposes, uses, and implication.'I of utilizing automated order
processing systems to execute stock trading at the S1SE. These methods
include approval of proposed rule changes including related changes to
the automated processing of stock trades, on-site inspections of
exchange facilities and systems, and infonnal meetings with Exchange
officials on improvements contemplated to automated systems.
However, these officials said that the SEC does not independently evaluate the specific capabilities of the automated stock trading systems or
assess the extent to which the Exchange has purchased sufficient computer resources to efficiently process stock trades. They said that the
SEX: does not have the resources to determine whether the systems are
designed to effectively handle increasing trading volwnes. Rather, the
soc sees its responsibilities regarding its review of the order handling
and processing systems as assessing whether or not fair and equitable
treatment is being provided to all participants in the marketplace. In
this regard, the SEX:: monitors certain automated systems performance
indicators to help ascertain how well the systems are working. For
example, the SEX:: reviews statistics on how quickly orders are being exe
cuted, and how timely latest stock quotes are being provided to the
public.
The SFC said that in the mid-seventies and early eighties, the Commission worked with great enthusiasm to move !Io"lSE to automate its order
processing function. However, since that time the soc has not focused 0
the need to improve the Exchange's automated support. The SEC has
basically been satisfied that NlSE has done a reasonably good job in
acquiring needed automated support and belieVed that the Exchange
had the ne<:eSSar)' talent and resources to effectively handle the proces
ing of orders. However, the October events have changed the s£X:'s
assessment of the adequacy of the Exchange's computer resources. SEC
officials now agree that more needs to be done to improve the
Exchange's automated order processing systems.

Observations

N'lSE's pivotal role in the nation's financial marketplace makes it imperi
rive that it be able to efficiently operate its order processing systems s<
that every market participant is treated in a fair and equitable fashion
Computer problems, such as those which took place during the week oj
October 19 raise important questions regarding the Exchange's ability
provide for an efficient, fair, and equitable marketplace.
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These questions relate to the ability of the N1SE to accurately forecast
trading volume and related systems requirements, the extent to which
the ~~'s automated order processing system upgrades will be able to
sufftdently handle anticipated and unantidpated trading volume level
and the role that the SIX:: should play in reviewing the adequacy of the
Exchange's order processing systems.
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Chapter 9

Regulatory Response to the Market Crash

The October 16 market decline led self- and federal regulators to expect
a further decline on October 19, but they did not anticipate as steep or
rapid a decline as occurred. With one exception-the confUSion about
whether N\SE would close on October 2O-market participants we inter
viewed praised the regulators' performance during the crisis. We have
not yet verified or evaluated in detail how each regulator responded to
the crisis, and more importantly, how they worked with each other to
reduce uncertainty in the markets. However, our preliminary observations are as follows:
• Self- and federal regulators implemented procedures to respond to higll
volatility in their markets.
• Self- and federal regulators had recognized the increasingly linked
nature of the markets and had begun to implement additional coord ina
ing mechanisms in response.
• Regulators made decisions as events unfolded with advice and counsel
from a variety of sources. These decisions were based on their respective markets' operations and integrity, but many had intermarket
effects as well.
• Federal Reserve officials told us they had made contingency plans for
dealing with a market crash. According to some, the Fed'S expansionaI")
open market operations beginning on October 20 supplied needed liquil
ity to the financial system.

Procedures
Implemented to
Respond to High
Volatility

Self- and federal regulators intensify some of their oversight activities
during volatile markets. They had done so during market declines on
September 11 and 12, 1986, January 23, 1987, and several times durin,
October 1987, including October 16 and again during the week of October 19.

Self-Regulatory
Procedures During Volatile
Markets

Several self-regulatory officials told us about their procedures during
volatile markets. We have not examined these procedures in detail, bUl
the following summarizes what we were told in three markets-s'rSE,
arc, and CYE.

The !Ii\'SE told us that their emergency procedures are embedded in the:
operational procedures. For example, the procedures call for monitoril
financial conditions of specialists and broker/dealers and allowing for
stock opening delays and trading halts when needed. In addition, they
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provide guidance for adjusting automated systems to handle high volumedays.
The OlE has a risk management team composed of various department
heads which meets daily to monitor the financial risk to the exchange c
market fluctuations. During the crisis it monitored the S&P 500 contraC"
CME'S audit department also visits member finns to monitor margin col
lection and the net capital position of the firms. In addition, the Board
Governors me.-ets more frequently to monitor events.

SEC and CFTC Also
Increase Monitoring
SEC Procedures

SEC officials told us they increase market and financial monitoring and
surveillance in response to volatile markets. They said they took these
actions during the September 11 and 12, 1986, declines, on January 23
1987, and several times during October 1987. They said they interviewed market participants and collected trading data for each of thes
days, specifkally to identify the possible role of index-related trading
these declines. As a result of these studies SEC officials told us they ant
CFTC staff have developed procedures to do an intermarket study of at
trading day.

The continuing declines in October led the SEC staff to begin canvassin:
the various self-regulators about the financial condition of the broker;
dealers which they examine. This activity supplemented their financi~
early warning system which is normally activated in volatile markets.
This system uses self-regulators for initial information as they have tt
primary responsibility for the fmanciaI status of member firms. SEC
receives samEHiay notices of fmancial problems. The self-regulators
advised SEC that these firms were not experiencing any financial
difficulties.
After the ma.rket decline on October 16, SIX: officials told us they met
with the SEC Chainnan and talked to S\S£ offiCials about what needed
be done on October 19. SEC officials said they told the IIi)SE officials to
call them at 9:15 am and provide information on order imbalances at t
opening and a status report on how operating systems were working. !
officials saie! they had examined charts on market price swings over t
weekend. In addition, before the S)sE opening on October 19, SEC had
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received indications of deteriorating market conditions in Tokyo and
London. The SEX: Chairman testified shortly after the crash that SEC
began to monitor activity in the securities and futures markets minuteby-minute on October 19.

CFTC Procedures

Under the Commodity Exchange Act, CFTC has the authority in certain
limited circumstances to declare a market emergency and halt trading ir
any contract deemed necessary. Also, CFrC may direct a futures
exchange to undertake action necessary to maintain or restore orderly
trading or liquidation of contracts including suspension of trading, raising margins, setting of temporary emergency trading limits, or directing
that trading be for liquidation only.
has halted trading in a futures contract four times since the
agency's inception, including suspension of grain trading just after federal imposition of a grain embargo on the Soviet Union in January 1980
In other instances, CFI'C has urged the self-regulators to take appropriatemergency actions. Emergency actions taken by the exchanges arc generally done in consultation with the CITe and all emergency actions are
reviewed by CF1'C.

CITe

intensified its routine surveillance of stock index futures on October 6, when the DJIA fell nearly 92 points. On October 16, when the D.IIA
experienced a 108 point drop, CFTC scheduled a special market surveillance briefing for the morning of October 19. CFrC invited SEC staff to
brief them at the meeting. CFTC reviewed the largest futures positions
and position changes in the S&.P 500 futures contract and also provided
preliminary estimates of the magnitude of index arbitrage and portfolio
insurance. CFTC surveillance staff telephoned market users to obtain
explanations of their futures market activity and to receive first-hand
assessments of market conditions. CFTC also implemented its financial
early warning system whereby they are notified when market participants which carry customer accounts fall below 150 percent of their
minimum capital requirements.

CITe

Changes Made to
Recognize Linked
Markets

Self- and federal regulators recognized the linked nature of the markets
and had expressed concerns about the potential for trading abuses
involved in trading across markets. Some interrnarket cooperation and
sharing of information had begun to be implemented before the crash.
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Interrnarket Surveillance
Group

The Intermarket Surveillance Group (ISG) was fonned in 1981 to coore
nate industry· wide exchange of surveillance data with a panicular
emphasis on assuring the integrity of options and equities trading. The
ISG is comprised of senior surveillance and enforcement representativE
of the following self-regulatory organizations: AMEX, Boston Stock
Exchange, CBOE, Cincinnati Stock Exchange, MWSE, NASD, S\'SE, Pacific
Stock Exchange, and the Philadelphia Stock Exchange. Also, CME. CBT.
and NYFE are participants in a sub-committee of the ISG concerning the
surveillance of stock-index products. Each SRO has designated contact
points for intermarket matters. SEX:: is an observer to the ISG, and cFIe
staff are invited as observers when the futures exchanges attend ISG
subgroup meetings.
To improve illtermarket surveillance among the self-regulatory organi·
zations, the ISG identified and described intermarket trading activities
requiring improved SRO surveillance information, identified sources of
intennarket trading surveillance information, developed minimum sur·
veillance procedures needed at each SRO to detect improper trading
activity and established communication and coordination procedures f
the surveillaI1ce, investigation, and prosecution of intennarket
violations.
When a self-regulatory organization's preliminary analysis of trading
data indicates a potential intermarket violation, it contacts other inter·
ested self-regulators. One organization is designated to coordinate the
collection and analysis of information related to the investigation and
communicate as appropriate with the sa: and all interested self-regula
tors. When intermarket violations are found, agreement is reached
regarding which self-regulator will bring disciplinary action.

--------------------------------------_.. .._---_

SEC and CITC
Intermarket Actions

The Futures Trading Act of 1982, which reauthorized cnc, gave ~EC It
opportunity to review and object to any proposed stock index futures
contracts and options on those contracts. SEC has limited veto power
through det.ennining whether the contract can be settled by cash.
whether it is a broad based index, or whether it is susceptible to mani)
ulation. SEC can object if the proposed contract fails one of the tests.
Once the contract is approved, SEC has no further veto power. SEC has
never vetoed a contract although staff members told 11S they have
requested that changes be made to certain contracts as a condition for
approval. We have a study in process to evaluate the effect.iveness of
the contra(:t appro"'al proces..c;;.
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in its study of the market decline that ocurred on September 11 and
12, 1986, stated that market surveillance capabilities needed to be
enhanced if they were to permit effective mOnitoring of trading practices that occur across markets. The report expressed particular concen
about the potential for market manipulation and frontrunning. In addition, an SEC commissioner told us that a portfolio surveillance capacity i
needed in both securities and futures markets. For its September study,
SEC used data from the CFTC large trader reporting system. Those data,
as well as market contacts, helped distinguish the trading of arbitrageurs and portfolio insurers from other trading. This reporting system was used to obtain data to analyze the events of October 19 and 20.

SEC,

In addition to these activities, CF'TC shares market surveillance information with SEC at weekly market surveillance meetings. Also, CFTC routinely makes fmanciaI information available to SEC upon request.
In September and early October, at the request of the Fed and the
Department of the Treasury, two meetings were held to discuss
intermarket contingency planning. In addition to these two agencies, SEc:
CFTC, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and Comptroller of the
Currency officials met to discuss ways to plan for a market emergency.
SEC and CFI'C officials told us these meetings were informational and no
decisions were made.

Decisions Made as
Events Unfolded Had
Intermarket Effects

None of the self- and federal regulators expected the magnitude of the
decline or the volume of trades that occurred on O<.tober 19 and 20.
Decisions were made as events unfolded primarily by the self-regulator
with advice and counsel from the federal regulators and others. Decisions made to resolve problems in one market often affected other markets as well. Many market participants told us the regulators did a gooc
job with the exception of the confusion about the possible NYSE closing
on October 20.

Self-Regulator Decisions
The S'rSE took action." in response to the stock market decline and the
extraordinary trading volume to restrict the use of the oor system for
program trading and to stop using the ITS for about 2 hours. I-loor officials' and governors' approved a significant number of opening delays
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and trading halts because of order imbalances. An S~E official told us
that N'ISE was in frequent contact with the White House, the Fed, Treasury, SEC, eM.E, and the heads of major broker/dealer firms. In additior
S~E officials said that during the week of October 19, they monitored
the capital positions of specialists and member frrms on a daily basis.
At the market's opening on October 19, the oar system experienced d
ficulty in processing the unprecedented trading volume. On the morni]
of October 20, ~"ISE requested its members to refrain from using the J)(
system for executing program trading in order to preserve the system
for retail customers. Without using the nor system, program trading
could only be executed manually. On October 21, S\sE requested its
members to refrain from manually executing program trades for their
own account.s.
The S\sE reported that its interface of the ITS experienced serious dela
on <h:tober 1!~ and 20 and, as a result, NlSE made a determination to st
ITS trading for about 2 hours on Wednesday, October 21. Most ITS trad,
commitments (which have a 2-minute life) had expired prior to execu·
tion due to the magnitude of the queues for delivery to the printers or
the trading floor.
October 20 about the pos..~ibi1ity of calling a tern:
rary trading halt. S~E discussed implementing such a decision with tt
SFr Chairman. At that time, trading in over 160 securities was halted,
the N\sE beca.use of order imbalances. While temporary cessation of
trading was viewed by N'lSE officials as an extraordinary measure, cor
side ration was given to this option. According to SEC officials, S\SE off
dals told them that the closing was imminent. However, Nl'SE officials
told us they decided to keep the excha.."'lge open for trading because th
thought closing would cause investor panic. An apparent rebound in t
orders helped avert the need for closing the exchange at that time.
Sl'St: consulted SEC on

in consultation with S&; decided to close its market early from Oc
ber 23 to November 6 in order to process and resolve the trades that t
accumulated due to the dramatic increase in the volume of trades exe·
cuted during this period. The securities industry resolved the vast
majority of those trades through reduced trading hours and increased
working hours including weekends.

N\SE

:\"ASD

Indications of weak markets before the crash led to increased surveil·
lance, and system problems highlighted by the crash led to proposed
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nd~ changes. ~ASD activities among others, consisted of increased finan·
cial surveillance of member firms, targeting those with marginal capital
ization or a history of financial and operational difficulties. On October
19, SASD concentrated on calling market makers to have markets
unlocked or uncrossed. On October 20, in response to difficulty in contacting market makers directly. !IIASD officials said they called eompliance departments of major marketmaking firms to establish direct
phone lines between !'oi.foSD and the ore trading desks at firms. Also, on
October 20, NASD expanded the hours of its clearing system.

On October 21. still confronted with a large number of locked and
crossed markets, I'iASD called market makers to get them to adjust their
price quotations to get the markets unlocked. They also sent messages
over the /IOASIlAQ system advising market makers that enforcement
actions would be taken against those who did not correct locked and
crossed markets and those who did not honor their price quotes.
On October 22, the SASD agreed to close earl>· on the 23, 26, and 27. AISI
a hot line was established between market makers and I\ASD headquarters so that market makers could easily reach the NASD to handle complaints about locked and crossed markets and access to other market
makers. SASD submitted· a rule change to SEC requesting SO~ transactioI
to be a maximum of 500 shares as opposed to 1000 shares. The SEC
approved the rule change. On October 26, based on infonnation obtaine
over the hotline, ~D sent examiners to certain firms to monitor their
trading desks directly.

CME

Begirming October 16 and continuing throughout the month, on:. in cor
suIt at ion with CITe, took several actions regarding its S&P 500 futures
and options on these futures contracts responding to stock price
declines. eME raised margins. imposed wide-ranging (over 10 percent
market daily price change) price limits, slL.,pended rules that allowed
hedgers to exceed their position limits without prior approval from the
exchange, and allowed floor brokers to switch clearing members with a
verbal confirmation to the exchange and paperwork to follow. The eMF..
compliance department increased floor surveillance, and the surveillance department maintained contact with the largest S&P hedgers. In
addition, the C~E audit depart.ment visit.ed member firms daily to moni·
tor net capital and margins.
On October 20, OfE suspended all stock index futures and options on
stock index futures trading around noon when they thought S'lSt: was
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going to close, and reopened trading about 1 hour later. To coincide w
N'lSE shortenE.d hours, on October 22, CME changed closing hours for s&
futures and options on futures to 2:00 p.m. :El)T for October 23, 26. all
27, and later expanded the early close through November 6, 1987. Th4
CME also adopted daily price limits in SAP 500 futures on October 22,
effective the following day.
During the period, CME officials maintained contact with officials fron
soc, CBOE, occ, other futures exchanges. clearing organizations,
S'lSE. A.\fEX, Federal Home Loan Bank Board, Federal Reserve Bank of
Chicago, and futures firms.

("TI"C,

CBOE

During the crisis period. CBOE took several actions in response to even
taking place in underlying stocks on the NlSE. On October 19, CBOE off
cials began telephone conversations with SEC representatives regardir

market conditions and the capital situation of CBOE firms. These daily
conversations started before trading began and continued throughout
the day. Exchange financial compliance staff also intensified their COl
munications with member firms to thoroughly monitor the impact of
unusual market conditions on firms' fmandal conditions.
On October 19 and 20, fast market days were declared in OEX and a si

nificant number of individual equity options. When the CBOE declares
fast market, participants are warned to expect unusual conditions. F~
markets could include discontinuous pricing and increased order tum
around. Such a declaration also permits floor officials to change proct
dures, including widening the acceptable bid/ask spread.
On October 20, CBOE halted trading in the SlkP 100 Stock Index Option
(OEX) and ill. the SiP 500 stock index option (sPX) based on CBOE'S rule

which requires 80 percent of the underlying stocks to be trading. As
underlying prices became available about an hour later, the CflOE deci
to reopen the OEX and spx.
On October 21, before the opening, COOE officials determined that. pel
exchange mle 5.4, out-{)f-the-money strike prices l ~ithout open inter·
could be delisted. However, the impact of this action was limit.ed, and
the close of trading, a price vendor notified the CBOE that all May and

1.It. call option ~ith a strike price higher (or a put With strike prict! lower) than t.hl.' curren! markf
value or the underlying &!8et.
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.June 1988 series were being deleted from the system effective the following morning. The CBOE continued to make premium information for
these series available, but a price vendor's capacity problems limited
public access to this information.
On October 23, the CBOE, Philadelphia Stock Exchange, Pacific Stock

Exchange, AMEX, and N1SE all agreed to coordinate margin increases.
FinaUy, in response to market makers' and finn representatives' concerns, the CDOE decided to establish a panel to review OEX prices on the
opening rotation for October 20.

Federal Regulator Actions
SEC

During the crisis period, srx; increased market and financial monitoring
and surveillance, approved several important SRO rule filings, increased
communications between self-regulatory organizations and other federl:
regulators, and provided support to the N\sE in their decisionmaking
efforts.
According to the Chairman, SEC monitored the operation of each markets' order entry and automatic execution systems; the operation of the
!'O..\SMQ computerized quote system; the capacity of the major stock and
options clearing operations to process a record number of transactions;
the fmancial condition of broker/dealers and clearing agencies; and the
capacity of order-routing firms to handle unprecedented volume.
The Chairman also stated that on October 22, the SEC approved, on an
accelerated basis, an amendment to S)sE Rule 98 to ease the restrictiom
on acquisitions of specialists by retail broker-dealer firms that act as
managing underwriters in the stocks in which the specialist makes a
market. In addition, he said the SEC approved an Options Clearing COrpi
ration emergency rule change filed to ease firms liquidity concerns by
granting greater flexibility under the corporation's margin and liquidation rules, and this change kept one major finn in operation.
The Chairman further stated that SEC also approved several important
SRO rule filings including NASD'S proposed rule change giving its president the authority to adjust the maximum size limit of its Small Order
Execution System. The rule change allowed the SASD president to set th
size anywhere between 300 and 1000 shares from October 23. 1987.
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through December 31, 1987. The SFX: also consulted with options
exchanges regarding their decision to increase the margin requirement
for all stock index option contracts. Five options exchanges filed mle
changes raising initial customer margin requirements for short index
option positions.
During the w€'ek of October 19, SEC officials told us they maintained co
stant communication with the stock, options, and futures markets, the
various clearing agenCies, many broker/dealer firms, mutual fund mar
gers, the Investment Company Institute, and the Securities Investor Pr
tection Corpol:-ation. They said SEC was also in constant contact with
other governmental agencies, includi.ng the Fed, the Comptroller of the
Currency, the Department of the Treasury, and the CF'T'C. The purpose
the communication they said was to be knowledgeable about the questions, concerns, and possible remedial measures to be taken by these
various parties.
Throughout t::1.e crisis, CFTC oversaw the actions of the futures
exchanges. CFTC has the authority to declare an emergency under the
C.ommodity Exchange Act. Under the Act, CF'T'C may direct the exchanl
to take whatever action is necessary to maintain or restore orderly tra
ing or liquidadon of contracts including suspension of trading. setting
temporary emergency trading limits, or directing that trading be for iii
uidation only. CF'T'C took no emergency action. CFl'C officials said they
felt the futures exchanges should exercise appropriate discretion to
address the special circumstances of their respective markets.
resJXlnse to the market decline consisted of increased monitorin
of large trader activity, including scheduling of several special market
surveillance briefingsj increased floor surveillance of stock index
futures tradingj and identification of mlijor market participants and
firms likely to be at risk of margin default or rmancial deterioration f(
priority monitoring or other intervention as appropriate. CITe also
increased communications with self-regulatory organizations and othe
federal regulators.

CFTC'S

routinely conducts daily market surveillance on the basis of data
detailing aggregate market activity and the positions of individual 1arJ
traders and conducts weekly market surveillance meetings. On Ocrobe
6 the OJL" fell nearly 92 points and routine surveillance of stock Index
futures intensified. The CFI'C reviewed futures market activity. indud:
large trader position data, at a CITe surveillance briefing on October 1

CfTC
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On October 16, when the DJIA e.xperienced a 108 point drop, Cl-IC scheduled a special market surveillance briefing for the following Monday,
October 19. CF'TC reviewed the largest futures positions and position
changes in the Sol:P 500 futures contract and also provided preliminary
estimates of the magnitude of index arbitrage and portfolio insurance.
CFTC surveillance staff telephoned market users to obtain explanations
of their futures market activity and to receive first-hand a.~sments of
market conditions. CI-"TC officials also said fmancial surveillance was
intensified before the week of October 19.
In response to the unusual market volatility, Cf"I'C regional staff began
substantially increased floor surveillance on October 19, particularly on
the c!tn·:. At the CMr., CITe staff observed trading in the S&P 500 pit during
all or substantially all of each trading day from October 19 through
October 23.
At the close of trading on October 20, Cf"l'C officials said they met to
review daily trading activity and price movements in stock index
futures to which SEC and Federal Reserve officials were invited. Ct-1'C
also held special surveillance briefings on several occasions in addition
to the regularly scheduled briefing on October 23.
During the crisis, CFTC'S "early warning" system identified high risk
firms for intensified financial surveillance. Under this system, firms
must notify the CfTC when their net capital falls below 150 percent of its
required minimum capital and when other specified conditions exist
that constitute or could lead to capital impairment or other financial
deficiencies. CFTC received 52 early warning notices from October 12
through October 24,1987. However, according to CI-'TC, no futures broker failed and no customer funds were lost due to broker failures.
During the period of October 19 through October 23, 1987, eFT(' monitored the collection and payment of daily and intra-day margin calls at
the commodity clearing organizations. At futures exchanges, all losses
and gains on position.~ are paid daily such that at settlement there is no
credit in the system. According to CITe, exchange clearing organizations
collected all margin payments due them from their clearing firms inc:luding daily and intra-day variation payments of unprecedented
proportions.
contacts with other self- and federal regulators were int.ended to
confirm that futures and options exchanges maintained an affirmative
financial and market surveillance program and continued coordination
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with S~E. Specifically, CfTC maintained contact with the futures
exchanges and clearing houses, S'\SE, CBOE, and OC'C concerning colle
of securities and securities option margins and settlements at duall;
istered firms and to determine the validity of rumors of financial di
cui ties involving various firms. CFTC frequently contacted SEC and F
staff both in Washington and New York and communicated with th
Department of the Treasury and the Comptroller of the Currency. I
addition, the Acting Chairman contacted the SEC Chairman and the
Chairman or the General Counsel of the Fed daily to provide inform
on futures margin collections and the financial status of futures COl
sions mercnants.

Examples of Decisions
That Had Intermarket
Effects

Regulators in different markets and at different regulatory levels y
contacting one another attempting to find out what was happening
what dedsions were being made, and the consL'qUl!nCeS for their 0\'1
markets. For example, stocks experiencing opening delays or tradil
halts at the N~E inhibited trading in derivative instruments. Delay4
openings and halts in stocks underlying stock index products at CM:
CBOE greatl.y increased the risk of trading in those products. Transa
delays thnmgh the oar system and subsequent decisions to restrict
gram trading through this system disconnected the market segmen
created. uncertainty about the price at which a trade would be exec
At CBOE, the difficulties in opening trading limited the usefulness 0:
options markets for those with positions in stocks and futures.
The event that caused the most intermarket concern was the uncer
tainty about whether or not the /I.'lS£ was going to close. NASD was c
cerned that, if the ~"'ISE closed, the over-the-rounter markets would
the only source of liquidity for portfolio managers needing to raise
SASD decided to close if NYSE did. CME, CBT, and CBOE had similar con
about the potential closing of the ~"'\SE, but they reacted differently
era! exchanges-including CME and cHOE-halted stock index tradi
CBTdid not.
officials told us they halted trading in stock index futures and
options because they feared that if they allowed trading to com in\]
with trading at CHOE halted-and if the S'fSE closed, panicking inve
could cause the CME'S stock index contracts to decline rapidly. COOl:
dais told us they had to cease stock index options trading accord ill

CME

~~ Kansa.~ ("il)' Board of Trade. :-"'Yf"E. AMEX. and the PhiJadt'lphla Slock l-:Xchangt also h
stock index futureS or optiOI\'l tnlding.
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their rules. The rules require trading to halt when stocks representing
more than 20 percent of the index value stop trading at N"ISE. They said,
in their judgment, shortly before noon eastern time on October 20, those
conditions existed.
executive committee made the opposite decision. At 12:30 p.m., the
committee convened upon learning that the S'JSE was considering closing.
Seventeen of the 20 stocks in the CBT'S M."lI stock index future were trading at lIo"JSE, and the committee decided to allow trading to continue. The
N'JSE did not close, and the exchanges that had discontinued trading
reopened. At 1:05 p.m. the OlE resumed SAP 500 futures and options
trading, and at 1:22 p.m. the CBOE began to reopen trading in the OEX.

CST'S

Decisions to continue or discontinue trading could have had a significant
fmancial impact on market participants. When trading is halted, hedgers
with open positions are unable to liquidate those positions to cover margin calls in open markets, potentially forcing them into bankruptcy.
Also, those with positions in one market who would like protection from
moves in another market are exposed to risk without being able to
obtain the price protection that the open markets might normally
provide.

Fed Actions

Federal Reserve System officials told u.s they had made contingency
plans for dealing with a market crash. Their response to the crisis on
October 20 provided liquidity through the banking system. According to
Fed officials, when the new Chairman came to the Fed several weeks
before the crash, he asked the staff to put together a study of how the
Fed could respond to a variety of potential fmancial catastrophes. including a stock market collapse. They said this emergency plan helped the
Fed react quickly to the events on and after October 19.
On October 20, the Chairman announced "the Federal Reserve System,

consistent with its responsibilities as the nation's central banker.
affinned today its readiness to serve as a source of liquidity to support
the economic and financial system." Fed officials told us they did a
number of things during the crisis period including providing liquidity to
the banking system through expansionary open market operations; contacting mlijor banks regarding the imponance of meeting legitimate but
unusually large customer funding needs while recognizing explicitly the
responsibility of market participants to make their own credit judgments: suspending rules governing the lending of securities to accommodate securities dealers at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York; and
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extending the opening and closing hours of the Fedwire and Securit
Wire electronic transfer systems for large dollar payments.
Some problems did occur on October 20 with using the Fedwire to t
fer funds between New York and Chicago banks. Automated wire t:
fer systems at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago went down for
about 2 hours during the day. Also, limitations on the amount of fu
banks could send out over the Fedwtre without violating certain re
requirements delayed clearinghouse margin payments to market
participants.

Observations

Though it has been recognized for some time that the futures and s
ties markets are linked, their regulation remains divided among tWI
eral regulatory agencies and a number of self-regulatory organizati
While the self- and federal regulators have implemented some proc
dures to respond to volatility in the markets and have begun to imJ
ment responses that recognize the linked nature of the markets, thE
events of October 19 reveal that many of the decisions made In tha
market emergency had intennarket effects which created uncertaiJ
the markets and for investors.
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Chapter 10

Preliminary Observations

The events of October 19 and 20, 1987, give a sense of urgency to
addressing the challenges created by the evolution of the nation's fmancial markets. Most agree that the ultimate cause of the decline was a
confluence of economic, political, and market factors. However, the
October trading exemplifies the significance and ramifications of the
new futures, options, and equity market Unkages and trading strategies,
as well as the development of new broad market interests of institutions. Underlying the sense of urgency is the fear expressed by many
that the events of October could happen again.
The large trade and budget deficits, the decline in the value of the dol-

lar, the upward path of interest rates and anticipated inflation were
some of the underlying factors that precipitated the market decline. The
trade and budget deficits in particular must be dealt with. But the crash
itself raises a number of important and complex issues about market
mechanisms and how they functioned in an emergency.

The Lessons of
October 1987

The fact that the previously separate futures and securities markets are
linked was mown before the October market crash. The new trading
interests that had been developing were also evident. But what October
demonstrated was that these circumstances could contribute to creating
an atmosphere that could disropt confidence and greatly complicate
decisionmaking by investors, portfolio managers, SRO officials, and federal regulators.
The essential lessons are these:

• Individuals at all levels had to make quick decisions in an atmosphere 01
extreme uncertainty. In essence, they did not know all of what was happening or what was likely to happen next. But they were taking cues
from events in both markets, and many market participants were trying
to act in both markets. Portfolio managers, some of whom had technology capable of calculating positions and making trading recommendations in seconds, did not have good knowledge of market conditions yet
had to decide what to do. Some, faced with great pressures, decided to
try to execute trades, while others chose to ignore their computers' reeonunendations. Market officials, facing events unfolding very quickly
that overwhelmed their trading systems and/or created great uncertainty and some confusion, had to make the front line decisions in their
own markets on whether to continue trading, or on other important
steps to take. Floor traders, faced with incomplete knowledge about
orders and about what regulators might do, had to make decisions on

•

•

•

•
•

how to act. Market makers, some of whose marketmaking capacities
were stretched to their limits. faced massive order imbalances, CrossE
and locked markets, and did not Imow in all cases what orders stm f~
them.
Automated systems playa crucial role in assuring smooth market fw
tions. Problems in automated systems created uncertainty in each inc
vidual market they served and may have created problems in others
that depend on that market. Thus, proper systems planning, design,
development, and operation is clearly an intermarket concern.
Federal regulators kept informed, increased surveillance, interpretec:l
some rules and made decisions about other rules, and offered advice
support to market officials. But final decisions about trading situatio
had to be made by those market officials who were closest to the
situation.
Market participants, regulators and SRO officials conferred with one
another frequently, and many won praise for their actions. But decis
making had to proceed as events unfolded, and market participants (
not know what could happen next. Most important, conditions and d·
sions made in one market affected the others' abilities to conduct bw
ness and, consequently, their own decisions in turn. Some key
confusions remained in this regard, in spite of continued intermarket
communications.
Equity markets are global and reacted not only to their own political
and economic factors but also to trading pressures around the world.
Events can quickly place pressure on capital resources of firms, secu
ties and futures markets, investors, and ultimately, the entire fmane
system. The assurance of adequate liquidity proved to be of vital iml
tance in maintaining confidence in our markets.
Much remains to be looked at, and hasty rush to judgment should be
avoided. However, some issues must be dealt with more expeditiousl
order to help reduce the uncertainty that was created by the events t
October 19 and 20.
In this chapter, we divide our observations into three parts: actions
needed immediately to reduce market uncertainty; near-term, thougJ
difficult, df!Cisions to address intermarket regulation; and longer ten
issues that require careful consideration and form the basis for furtl
work by us and others.
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Immediate Actions to

Reduce Uncertainty

Market Operational
Systems

Congressional and regulatory decision makers should move quickly to
alleviate as much of the uncertainty as possible about the potential for
the recurrence of some of the problems revealed by Black Monday's
events. While a significant market downturn probably cannot be prevented-nor should the market be prevented from expressing its opinions about economic, political and business conditions-the problems
that may have exacerbated the depth and speed of the decline should
not be allowed to repeat themselves unnecessarily. Two areas deserve
attention immediately: 1) the automated operational systems that help
the markets function smoothly, and 2) emergency contingency planning
among the various SRO'S exchanges and the federal regulatory
authorities.
Although several market systems had some operating problems because
of the unprecedented trading volumes experienced on Black Monday,
those on the N1SE had far-reaching effects because that exchange is pivotal for other markets. If it does not function smoothly, even for reasoru
beyond its control, the events of October demonstrated that other markets are affected.
As we indicated, the "'\'5E was not prepared operationally for the

volumes it experienced. At the time of the decline it was in the midst of
improving its automation of its trading systems, and it could be argued
that events simply overtook those efforts. In the short tenn, important
questions exist as to the extent to which ~"Y5E can accurately forecast
trading volumes and related systems requirements. For example, to
what extent can the Exchange's computer requirements forecasting be
modified to account for a changing trading envirorunent? Other issues
concern whether N'rSE'S planned upgrade of its order processing system5
will be capable of handling future traffic. For example, will the interfac
to the ITS efficiently handle orders during peak processing periods, wha'
mechanisms does r\'tSE have to identify and correct potential processing
problems before they occur, and will the planned systems improvement
provide for fair and equitable treatment of all market participants? We
are continuing to pursue the issues of planning for and development of
trading systems with the cooperation of the S)sE.
However, given the intennarket consequences of trading system breakdowns, some ongoing responsibility may rest with the federal regulator.
to assure that adequate systems are in place to facilitate trading. As
part of their oversight reviews of the exchanges, the regulators have
evaluated and made recommendations on a variety of systems. includin
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those for surveillance, clearing, trading and other functions. Our prel:
inary work at the SlX'! indicates that they have relatively few resoUrcE
devoted to making sophisticated technical reviews of the design, devE
opment and operation of automated exchange trading systems. In the
short run, the sn:; should expand its capabilities in this area and shou
obtain from the Congress the resources necessary to detennine whetI'
the stock and options exchanges adequately plan for, design and
develop systems necessary to function smoothly.

Better Contingency
Planning

As the events of October unfolded, self- and federal regulatory officiI:
maintained more or less constant corrununicatlons and made a numbe
decisions about how to react to market developments. Many market I
ticipants we spoke to gave high marks to both self-regulatory official:
and the federal regulators for their conduct during the crisis. HowevE
most intennarket decisions by market officials and federal regulatol'5
had to be made as events unfolded. Intennarket confusion existed at
various times about which stocks were trading, the permissibility of I
porations buying back their stocks at particular times, and, most sign
cantly, whether the NlSE would remain open on Tuesday, October 20.
The overriding uncertainty, which probably can never be completely
resolved under such circumstances but should be ameliorated, was,
"What will happen next?" No intermarket, interagency contingency
plans existed to help answer that question.
We believe such plans should be formulated immediately by the fede]
regulators ill consultation with the markets, building on the experien
of October and some of the beneficial actions that were taken, to incl1
but not be limited to:
• Agreement on and dissemination of information about how decisions
made by both the ern:: and ~ are made and communicated to marke
Agreements are needed as well on how unilateral decisions by marke
will be coordinated and disagreements resolved.
• Agreements on market information needs and on dissemination of in]
mation during market crises. The mechanism for providing the infon
tion deemed necessary should be established.
• Agreements, on and dissemination of infonnation about those circum·
stances that would call for a relaxation or interpretation of rules to
facilitate market liquidity. A case in point is provided by the interprE
tion of rules associated with corporate buy-backs of stock.
• In consultation with the Fed, agreements on liquidity support mechanisms for market participants during the kind of emergency that Wa.!
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experienced on October 19 and 20. Because public dissemination of the
plans could result in excessive risk taking by market participants, somt
people believe that its specifics should not be revealed. It may be sufficient that the public knows that such plans exist.
While every possible event cannot be planned (or and flexibility must I
maintained, some rules for decisionrnaking and facilities for it should
exist. For example, the NASI) established special communication procedures, and the CME raised margins and imposed daily price limits. In Ja
uary 1988, the N1SE, in an attempt to limit volatility, experimented wit]
closing the Exchange's automated systems for program trading whenever the DJlA moved up or down 75 points in a day. Also in January, th
NlSE announced that it is considering adopting a rule to fonnalize temp
rary halts in the trading of individual stocks when their prices rise or
fall by a certain amount. We believe all these efforts and innovative
thinking are needed to rme tune the abilities of self- and federal regula
tors to deal with modem market emergencies. But we think that, overa
comprehensive intennarket and interagency planning efforts are callec
for, as weU.
One aspect of contingency planning that has been raised is the imposition of various kinds of price limits, trading halts, and other methodswhat the Presidential Task Force tenned "circuit breakers." Some of
these mechanisms either have been in place for some time, such as tnu
ing halts in individual stocks, or recently imposed, such as new limits
placed on movements in derivative products. But, the Presidential Tas
Force pointed out that these operate ad hoc; no coordinated, cross-mar
ket mechanisms now exist. In addition, over time the effect of these
mechanisms on market efficiency and investor confidence need to be
evaluated.
Over the long run, such mechanisms should not be expected. to take thl
place of adequate intermarket structures for operation and regulation.
Also, the imposition of such limits and halts is not without potential
effects.

Intennarket
Regulation
Considerations

Solving the immediate problem of emergency planning is only the first
step in deciding longer tenn intennarket regulatory issues. The regula·
tion of each market involves many unique aspects, such as rule
approval, firm and SRO examinations, and so on. This authority may bl
best left with the current regulatory structure. But the events of October clearly establish the need for some continuing coordinated
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intennarket re,gu.lation to implement emergency plans; make decisions
about some issues such as margins, trading limits, or other suggestions
being made to address interrnarket linkages; and reconcile these issues
with other national and international factors, such as overall system
liquidity, international competition, and the newly emerging world of
more integrated f"mancial services.
Accordingly I the current industry-oriented self- and federal regulatory
structure mUS1t be better able to deal with new intennarket and ec0nomic realities. While this rationalized regulation could be accomplishe
in a number ol~ ways, we believe that strong leadership is needed to
ensure that overall national interests are preserved and needed policie
are implemented with all deliberate speed.

The Nature of Intennarket
Regulation

Although at Uus point we cannot recommend any single vehicle for
achieving it, we can comment on some of the elements necessary for bE
ter intennarket regulation and some of the considerations if one route,
the other is chosen to achieve change.
Some of the elements needed for proper intennarket regulation includE

•

• bringing to bear adequate expertise in all relevant markets in a coordinated fashion,
• coordinating operating rules and procedures, as needed,
• coordinating the approval of new products and giving them thorough
but expeditious evaluation,
• gathering infonnation on activity in all markets,
• making decisions efficiently about that infonnation, and
• acting on those decisions on a timely basis.
Federal and self-regulators already have some of these activities in
place, as we outlined in chapter 9. However, no overall, integrated ero!
market authority exists.
Having one :federal agency may be more efficient for achieving some 0
the elements described above, but achieving other elements-stich as
building systems to provide adequate cross-market infonnation would be challenging regardless of the regulatory structure. Moreover
these industries are primarily self-regulated, with differing levels and
types of federal roles, all pre\10usly debated by the Congress. I f any
attempt is made to consolidate the agencies, these roles and relationships would have to be carefully thought out. Observations on the oft-
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studied question of consolidating federal bank regulatory agencies may
be relevant in this regard. Despite the fact that many would not now
design the same bank regulatory system that has evolved over the
years, it has for the most part been made to work.
The history of bank regulatory consolidation also has relevance if a nev
organization is created to coordinate intennarket activities. Past effort::
at better interagency coordination of bank regulators resulted in the crE
ation of the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (Ff1EC).
The Council was not designed to be a superagency that would add a
layer of regulation above the then existing regulatory authorities. So, it
was not given strong decisiorunaking powers over them. As a consequence, though the FmX: has accomplished some valuable coordination
activities, we reported in 1984 on the difficulties the Council had in
solving some of the rruijor questions about which basic regulatory philosophies differed.' Thus. if a new organization for coordinating the reg
ulation of the futures and securities industries is desired, the
appropriate level of authority must be specified.

Special Considerations

Simply dealing with the intennarket issues might be challenging enougl
but other considerations complicate the question, leading to the necessity of defming some role for the Federal Reserve. The Presidential Tas
Force described that agency as "well qualified to fill the role of the
intennarket agency" to coordinate "the few, but critical, regulatory
issues which have an impact across the related market segments."
While we are not in a position at this point in our work to endorse or
reject this role for the Fed, we believe that the Fed must be involved in
some way with these markets.
The importance of the Fed'S liquidity provision function was amply
demonstrated on Tuesday, October 20. The Fed's announcement of its
readiness to provide liquidity to the banking system was considered cn
cial to the restoration of confidence in the markets. The events of October 1987 also established that the Fed has much at stake in the process
that is followed in solving the problems revealed as well as the solution
themselves because of its de facto lender-of-lBSt-resort function and its
monetary policy function.

, Federal FInand.aIlnstitutionI Examination Council HallUde Limited Progress Toward AccompllSl
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That equity markets are international in scope was an established fact
before October 1987, and regulators had begun to deal with some of the
problems of global regulation. However, October demonstrated that
domestic market emergencies are linked to trading around the world;
they cannot be addressed solely by domestic authorities. Moreover, solu
tions posed for domestic problems could affect the international compet
itive position of U. S. fmancial markets. The Fed should clearly be
involved in the fonnulation of solUtions to the problem of international
emergencies because of its international expertise and relationships.
Finally, Congress has been and again will shortly be involved in debate5
aimed at deciding whether to relax Depression-era prohibitions against
the combinati()n of the commercial banking and securities business,
promulgated by the Glass-Steagall Act. If Glass-Steagall. is relaxed or
fully repealed, in order to reasonably assure the safety and soundness c
the banking system and in light of the October crash, the Fed may have
to have some involvement in intennarket regulation.

As we have observed in our previous work in the securities and futures
industries, the line between government influence and self-regulation
has shifted over the years, and there exists a dynamic give-and-take
atmosphere between the markets and their regulators in fonnulating
decisions and. policies.
The events of October provide a basis for rethinking the regulatory rela
tionship between the federal government and the markets. One reason i
that the new trading interests have linked the markets, while SROS,
which are in competition with each other in the new market environment, must make decisions based on the integrity and operations in the:
own market.'S that may affect others. Another reason for rethinking the
federal role is that the international influences of fmancial rnarketsrecognized by all as a growing factor-were made very obvious by mar
ket activity. There is much at stake as our fmancial system becomes
linked to and, in some ways, competitive with others around the globe.
And many of the events in the global markets are beyond the control of
L.S. self- or federal regulators.

Longer Tenn Issues

A number of other issues remain to be decided. One important issue to
be considered is that of investor protection. Though it is not surprising
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that the steep October decline produced significant losses for large numbers of investors, and certainly complaints must be judged on their merits, questions of customer access to markets in times of stress and the
suitability of investments for customers have to be addressed.
Another issue involves margin requirements in the various markets.
Decisions are needed on what ma.rgins are intended to accomplish, what
they should not be used to accompllah and whether their consistency
8CI"OI!I8 markets will further the efficient functioning of the various
markets.
The capabilities of the specialist and other market making systems in
the new market environment need to be studied, as well as how they
might be strengthened and how much additional capital might be needed
to restore and maintain confidence in the markets' performance
capabilities.
Issues related to automated systems at exchanges, brokerage fu-ms,
clearing aaendes, and information d.iMemination fl1'Il1S, may come to
play an important part in the rethinking of the modem marketplace. Not
only must the8e systems be capable of handling unprecedented volumes
of trading and fast-breaking intermarket demands, but they must also
coUect.:lvely contribute to orderly, efficient, and cost-effective marketplaces at the national and intemationallevels. These issues need to be
studied in the months ahead.
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